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Cunningham
Tube Prices

C -301A-5 Volts
14 Ampere fila-
ment.... $5 00

0-299-3 Volts
.08 amp. Dry
Battery net.
and Amp $5.00

C-300-5 Volts
Gas Content
Detector $5.00

(7-11-1.1 Volts
.25 amp. Dry
Battery Det.
and Amp. Spe-
cial Base. $5.00

C -12 --Similar to
C-11 with
standard base.

$5.0()
Patent Notice
Cunningham
tubes are covered
by patents dated
2-18-08, 2-18-12,
12-30-13, 10-23-
17. 10-23-17, and
others issued and
pending. Id-
censed only for
amateur, experi-
mental and en-
tertainment 1.1%.
In radio commun-
ication.

Any other use
will be an In-
fringement.

Data Book
Cunningham 40 -
Page Data Book
fully explaining
care and opera-
tion of Radio
Tubes now avail-
able by sending
10e in stamps to
San Francisco_,Mee.

RADIO
TUBES
Bring World Events

to Far -Distant
Vacation Lands
BACK -COUNTRY isolation melts into world con-

tact as you tune -in on music, drama, and the
final battles of the Presidential Campaign.
Make your camp, your cottage, your yacht the cen-
ter of hospitality and entertainment.
Perfected Radio will do it, and Perfected Radio
means the use of Cunningham Radio Tubes. The
Cunningham dry battery detector and amplifier
tube, type C-299, makes it possible for you to treble
your vacation pleasure by use 24 a portable receiving
set. The special filament in this tube, using a cur-
rent so low that it may receive its supply from stand-
ard No. 6 dry batteries or even from ordinary flash-
light batteries, makes possible this far-reaching
application of Radio.
The receiving set you now have can be readily ad-
justed to use this tube and be a source of use and
pleasure on your vacation trip. Your dealer can
give you useful suggestions for the purchase or con-
struction of a highly efficient portable set.

Branch 182 Second Street Branch
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK



41IP FOR SERVICE

RADIO CONDENSERS

Constant Capacity
Extremely Low Losses
Safety Gap Protection
High Current Carrying Capacity
Minimum Volume
Moisture -Proof Construction
Long Life
Quick Deliveries

These are some of the reasons why radio
engineers specify FARADONS.

There are over 200 standard FARADON con-
densers on which immediate deliveries can be made.
Complete new catalog will be sent on request.

Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company
BOSTON, MASS.

Established 1907



VOLTS

<oil ci?

AMC)
P.V. OLTMETER

One Voltmeter to Test
ALL Radio Batteries
The Roller -Smith Radio PV

Voltmeter is a real instrument
with two ranges, 0-10 and
0-50 volts, and can be used to
test all A, B and C batteries.
It is handsome, well made,
accurate and, above all, re-
liable. Know what your vol-
tages are. Don't guess. Buy
a Roller -Smith Radio PV
Voltmeter.

Send for Bulletin No. K-40. 11 gives full details.

ED Li,. ,ArSDL-7-__ COMP
Electrical Instruments. Meters and Circuit breakers'

MAIN OFFICE:
2134 Woolworth Bldg., NEW YORK

WORKS:
Bethlehem. Pennsylvania

Offices in Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada

ACME TRANSFORMERS
As specialists in the de-
sign and construction
of Transformers we are
prepared to quote prices
and delivery on Trans-
formers singly or in
quantity.

Our Radio Transformers
are well known for their
high efficiency and rug-
gedness.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
200 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

TRANSFORMER AND RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS
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Constant Impedance

AUDIBILITY METER

Type 164

AUDIBILITY
METER

Price, $36

The ear alone cannot be depended upon to esti-
mate the intensity of received signal strength. Some
auxiliary standard of reference must be used.

One of the more common methods is to shunt the
telephone receivers. As the receivers are shunted,
however, a series resistance of such a value should
be added to the circuit that the impedance will re-
main unchanged.

The Type 164 Audibility Meter is so designed that
it is direct reading in audibilities, and keeps the total
impedance of the circuit practically constant.

Do not guess at your receiving results. Know the
real facts.

Send for Bulletin R

GENERAL RADIO CO.
NLintifac t titers "1

Radio and Electrical Laboratory
Apparatus

Massachusetts Avenue and Windsor St.
CAMBRIDGE 39 MASSACHUSETTS
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Pacent Radio

Essentials
Adapter,
Audioformers
Coil Plug
Coil Plug Receptacle
Condensers, variable
Detector Stand
Duojack
l)uoplug
Duo Lateral Coiis
Headsets, Everytone

Jacks
Jack Set
Loop l'Irg
Loop Jack
NIuhijack
Plugs
Potentiometers
Rheostats
Resistances, Cartridge
Sockets
Super Audioformers
Twin Adapt. r, etc., etc.

figEtt
1111,1

"RK PacentSee our exhibit at the

it

FIRST RADIO WORLD'S FAIR
September 22 -28th, 1924

What PACENT leadership
should mean to you

WITH the fact that over thirty of the leading
and most widely known radio set manufac-

turers equip their sets with Pacent Radio Essentials
is proof conclusive of Pacent quality.

Only after meeting high Electrical and Mechan-
ical Standards are Pacent Radio Essentials worthy
of bearing the Pacent Trade Mark.

By following the judgment of these set manufac-
turers in your selection of radio parts you will
minimize the possibility of disappointment in results
in your home-made set.

Insist on Pacent Radio Essentials. Your favorite
dealer carries them or can get them for you. Write
for Complete Pacent Catalog No. P-8.

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, INc.
_r 22 Park Place New York, N. Y.

RADIO ESSENTIALS

RADIO
BATTERY
CHARGER

for use on a 110 -volt
D.C. line. Equipped
with the famous Ward
Leonard Vitrohm
(Vitreous enamelled)
Resistor Units. Litera-
ture on request.

Ward Leonar ectric Company
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GREBE

"The Sage attends to
the inner and not to
the outer."-Lao Tau

The wise buyer of a
radio receiver is not
misled, he looks in-
side the cabinet.

Grebe Regenerative
Receivers are licensed

n der Armstrong
C. S. Patent No.
1.113,149 Oct. 6, 1914

GREBE
INDIVIDUAL SHIELDS

,rillli1111111111111111111111 011111111

CLOSE inspection of many re-
generative receivers reveals

but one large shield to prevent
body -capacity effects. The Grebe
engineers believed that this meth-
od resulted in the absorption and
dissipation of too much precious
energy.

As a result of their research,
each tuning control on a GREBE
Receiver has its own aluminum
shield of special size and shape.

This is just one of many details
of craftsmanship which make for
the high efficiency of Grebe
Receivers.

A. H. GREBE & CO., INC.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.
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Weston Antennae Ammeter
Radio engineers want the best there is in the
market. In instruments, this means Weston.
Every instrument is guaranteed. One dis-
tinguishing feature of Weston instruments is
that they are not only correct at zero and at
full scale deflection, but at every other part
of the scale as well.

This Weston Antennae Ammeter eliminates
all trouble encountered in hot wire types-
has no zero shift and is thoroughly compen-
sated against changes in temperature. Flange
diameter 3% in. The Weston Thermo -Am-
meter is the standard in commercial and
government work. Built by America's pioneer
instrument maker.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co.
73 Weston Ave. Newark, N. J.

Branch Offices in all Principal Cities.

Authorities
Instrument 1FO
Indicating V NSince1888

This model 425 Thermo -Ammeter with
ranges up to 20 amperes Is one of seven
radio instruments for transmitting and
receiving deserihtal In booklet "J." This
booklet sent free on requed.

STANDARD - The World Over

STANDARD of EXCELLENCE
for AUDIO AMPLIFICATION

AMEIKAN
TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.T

Now made in two types. AmerTran AF -6 (turn ratio 5)
is for use in the first stage; AmerTran AF -7 (turn ratio
3,4) is the companion transformer for use in further
stages of amplification.
Long study and experiment are behind this scientifically
balanced combination for perfect reproduction.

Price, each type, $7.00

American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Designers and builders of radio transformers for over 23 years
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M4 - $25.00
Requires no battery
"I am delighted with
the type M4 Magna-
vox. It seems to wor k
well with anythir g
from the regenerative
dry battery set to rry
5 -tube Neutrodyne.-

The above quotation in a letter just received from the
editor of one of the world's leading scientific magazines,
proves that this new Magnavox Reproducer deserves your
immediate investigation.

Your dealer has it. Write
us for complete catalogue.

THE MAGNAVOX CO., Oakland, Calif.
New York Office: 350 West 31st Street

Canadian Distributors: Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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AU the jazz of the
big orchestras in far-
away big towns comes
through clearly fordancing. The fine
music is true, sweet -
t on ed, undistorted.
The sports news rings
out with all the thrill
of bleachers or ring-
side. The Regenoflex
is a leader among the
new Radiolas that are
making this a great
radio summer!

This symbol or
quality is your

protection

'tad ola ReDenoflez, with
Rad ola Loudspeaker, and 4
Rad otronsli'D-11. with space
for batteries inside; (complete
ereept batteries and antenna)

nth a Radiola
on the FrontPorch
A Radiola Regenoflex on the front porch-
and that porch can be way up in the moun-
tains, or off at the seashore-but it's not
too far away to be in on the fun.

The improvements in its mechanism offer
greater sensitivity and greater selectivity ;
clearer tone ; and complete simplicity.
Where quality of reception counts as much
as distance, the Regenoflex is the receiver
for this summer's fun!

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Offices: Dept. 238

233 Broadway, Ne v York 10 So. La -Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.
431 California Street, SanFrancisco, Cal.

Radiola
EgNMENElt,
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LONG DISTANCE RADIO RECEIVING MEASUREMENTS
AT THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS IN 1923*

BY
L. W. AUSTIN

(CHIEF, RADIO PHYSICAL LABORATORY, BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)

(Communication from the International Union for Scientific Radio
Telegraphy)

The results of the signal intensity and atmospheric disturb-
ance measurements for 1923 are shown in the tables of monthly
averages. During the past year changes have been made in the
wave frequency of Lafayette, and at the same time the antenna
at Nauen has been rebuilt so that its antenna current and radia-
tion height have been at times uncertain. These two facts make
any comparison with the results of the receiving measurements
of the previous year somewhat unsatisfactory. The radiation
height of Nauen is now given as 170 meters and the current as
270 amperes, as compared with 150 meters and 380 amperes in
1922. This represents a net decrease of about 25 percent in
meter -amperes. Notwithstanding the irregularities in trans-
mitting conditions, the average strength of the Nauen signals
for the year is only slightly less than in 1922.

The most remarkable thing to be noticed in connection with
the measurements of 1923 is the great increase in signal intensity
which has accompanied Lafayette's change in frequency about
May 1st, from 12.8 kc. (23,400 m.) to 16.2 kc. (18,500 m.). Thus
far no explanation of the increase in the intensity has been offered.
Its truth, however, cannot be doubted as the high readings have
been noted not only at the Bureau of Standards but also at other
American laboratories and at the French army experimental
laboratory at Meudoni near Paris. The daily records at Lafay-
ette show that there has been practically no change in average
antenna current due to the change in frequency, the extremes
for 1923 being approximately 400 amperes and 540 amperes with

*Published by permission of the Director of the Bureau of Standards of
the U. S. Department of Commerce. Received by the Editor March 13, 1924.

"Onde Electrique," November 25, page 46. 1924
389



an average of 475 amperes. Such a large increase in strength
cannot be due to the suppression of harmonics, nor has there
been any change in the antenna system. If the effect were sup-
posed to be due to a change in antenna radiation height, assum-
ing that the height measurement of 170 meters made in 1921
was correct, the present radiation height, as estimated from the
increase in intensity observed at the Bureau of Standards and
at Meudon, would have to be more than 60 meters above the
tops of the towers.

The following figure shows the comparative trend of the
monthly averages of the measurements made on Lafayette's
URSI signals at 3 P. M., Washington time, at Meudon near
Paris, and at the Bureau of Standards. The noticeable thing in
the curves aside from the difference in summer and winter values
in Washington due to the afternoon fading is the lack of agree-
ment between the Paris and Washington observations before
Lafayette's change of wave length and the remarkable agree-
ment shown since that change.

0
0

41 att
7000 140

iB

FMAMJJ ASO
1923

MONTHLY AVERAGE A
FIELD INTENSITY OF LAFA4ETA

PM. WASHINGTON TIME
A MIAMION AND FIURCAth. IANDAkON

MAY 1000 -Dec I00

MEUDON - - - - -
AL. STD(S.

MONTHS

Another fact to be noted in connection with Lafayette's
change of frequency is the decrease in its summer afternoon fad-
ing at Washington. The unusual weakness of Nauen in the fore-
noon in December is also worthy of mention. This is probably
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connected with the time of the European sunset and was notice-
able, tho in a lesser degree, in other European stations meas-
ured. It has been noticed before in the case of Nauen, but in
former years the very weak period has more commonly come in
November than in December. The European sunset in summer
comes in the middle of the afternoon, Washington time, grad-
ually shifting back until during the shortest days of winter the
sun sets in Nauen before 10 A. M., Washington time. Observa-
tions taken at various times of day thru the different seasons
clearly indicate the shift of the weak periods of the European
stations, with the changing sunset hour.

In addition to the measurements of Nauen and Lafayette,
daily observations were begun in May, 1923, on the Radio Cor-
poration station at Bolinas, California, and on the new French
high -power station at Ste. Assise, near Paris. The latter station
has a double Marconi type antenna, each half of which is of the
same height and length as the antenna at Lafayette, and is so
arranged that the two parts can be used simultaneously, one
with the call letters UFT employing a frequency of 20.8 kc.
(A=14,400 m.), and the other UFU with a frequency of 15.0 kc.
(A = 19,900 m.). The observations on Bolinas were discon-
tinued at the end of October on account of extensive repairs and
alterations which were being made there, but have now been
taken up again.

The frequencies and the approximate antenna currents of the
different stations are given in Table III.

As the difficulties of reception in America are almost entirely
confined to the summer months, the averages for this period have
been collected in Table IV. The degree of fading of the stations,
that is, the ratio of the 3 P. M. signal to the 9 A. M. signal is
shown in column 5 of the table. Here Lafayette shows the least
fading, the ratio of afternoon to morning signal being 0.48. This
is an improvement over the value for 1922 in the proportion of
0.48 to 0.35. The Nauen fading is slightly worse than in the year
before, being 0.184 against 0.198. It is interesting to note that
the fading on the two Ste. Assise frequencies is nearly the same,
notwithstanding the considerable difference in frequency, which
may indicate that the very marked difference between the fading
of Lafayette and Nauen may depend not on the difference of
wave length as was surmised last year, but rather on situation or
other causes not yet known. The fading on all stations in 1923
continued considerably later than in 1922.

It is worthy of note that Bolinas, tho of nearly the same fre-
391



quency as Ste. Assise (UFT) has a much more favorable after-
noon fading ratio in Washington, which may be due partly to the
difference in conditions along the signal path, and partly to the
fact that the sunset effect in California does not coincide in time
with the local afternoon absorption around Washington, while
the two effects do coincide in the case of Ste. Assise.

The European sunset fading as observed in America is not
by any means a daily phenomenon, but occurs irregularly tho
often on a number of successive days. It seems to be most
noticeable near the time of the longest and the shortest days.

A comparison of the measurements made at the Bureau of
Standards with observations made on European stations close to
the seacoast indicate that a considerable part of the afternoon
fading in Washington is due to absorption taking place within
two hundred miles(320 km.).

As has been said before, all conclusions drawn from observa-
tions on radio transmission mutt be considered strictly tentative
until the phenomena have been verified by observations extend-
ing over a number of years.

The atmospheric disturbances in the summer of 1923 were
less violent than in 1922, but began considerably earlier and con-
tinued much later than in that year.

Radio Physical Laboratory,
Bureau of Standards,
March 4, 1924.
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TABLE I
MONTHLY AVERAGES OF SIGNAL INTENSITIES FOR NAUEN AND
LAFAYETTE AND ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES IN MICROVOLTS

PER METER

1923

Nauen POZ Lafayette LY
A. M.

Sig. Dist.
P. M.

Sig. Dist.
A. M.

Sig. Dist.
P. M.

Sig. Dist.

January 22.3 9 29.6 12 . . .. 19 98.5 25
February 21.2 6 26.3 10 82.9 12 95.8 20

March .. 34.3 15 30.5 26 81.7 27 89.0 48
April. 35.5 63 15. 0 152 .. .. 122 38.5 244
May 27.4 97 3.8 306 69.3 129 41.4 370
June 25.3 57 6.3 219 113 77 56.5 383
July 35.2 41 5.5 197 132 56 41.9 232
August 27.8 41 5.0 217 108 49 48.9 255
September 46.2 39 7.9 197 159 46 105 211

October.. ... . 37.4 23 20.8 78 166 29 129 95
November 24.1 52 20.8 88 146 55 136 95

December 7.7 23 20.2 40 118 29 132 44

Average 28.7 38.8 16.0 129 107 54.2 84.4 168

TABLE II

MONTHLY AVERAGES OF SIGNAL INTENSITIES FOR BOLINAS AND
STE. ASSISE IN MICROVOLTS PER METER

1923

Bolinas Ste. Assise
KET

A. M. P. M.
UFT

A. M. P. M.
UFU

A. M. P. M.

May 49.8 28.8 43.2 14.2 .... . . . .

June 53.6 21.9 52.3 18.4 101.4 27.0
July 69.4 19.0 56.9 13.4 92.0 24.7
August 55.7 22.0 49.9 10.7 91.4 17.4
September 78.0 32.0 61.9 13.0 112.0 43.4
October.. ... . 68.8 53.4 52.5 39.0 84.0 66.1
November .... .... 49.4 43.7 109.0 73.2
December .... .... 24.9 33.8 42.0 68.4

Averages 62.5 29.5 48.9 23.2 90.2 45.8
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TABLE III
FREQUENCIES AND APPROXIMATE ANTENNA CURRENTS -1923

Bolinas Nauen
Ste.

Assise
UFT

Ste.
Assise
UFU

Lafay-
ette

Frequency kc
Wavelength, m
Antenna current,

amp

22.9
13,100

420

23.4
12,800

270

20.8
14,400

380

15.0
19,000

475

15.9
18,900

475

TABLE IV
SIGNAL AVERAGES AND DISTURBANCES DURING AFTERNOON

FADING SEASON, JUNE TO SEPTEMBER, 1923

A. M. P. M. Sig .P.M. Sig.

Sig. Dist. Sig. Dist. Sig. A.M A.mDistp...m.

Nauen ... 33.6 44.5 6.2 207 0.18 0.92 0.030
Bolinas. 64.2 45.0 23.7 208 .38 1.42 .114

Ste.Assise I urr
tUFU

55.3 44.6
100.5 56.9

13.8 206
28.1 271

.25

.27
1.24 .067
1.85 .103

Lafayette . . . 129 56.9 62.3 271 .48 2.27 .230

Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C.

SUMMARY: A summary is given of the signal intensities and strength of
atmospheric disturbances at Washington from Nauen, Lafayette, Bolinas, and
Ste. Assise stations during 1923.

NOTE: It has been decided to discontinue the bi-monthly publication
of the daily observations at the Bureau of Standards on European signals and
in atmospheric disturbances, but these will be furnished in mimeographed
form to any one making application for them.
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DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO WAVES FROM BROADCAST-
ING STATIONS OVER CITY DISTRICTS*

BY

RALPH BOWN

AND

G. D. GILLETT

(DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH, AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY, NEW YORK)

With the advent of popular interest in radio broadcasting
many of the peculiarities of radio transmission, previously
known only to the radio engineer and the radio amateur, have
become matters of common experience and broadened interest.
The broadcast listener who goes in for receiving distant stations
has found that the difference in transmission by day and by night,
the enormous fluctuations in night transmission usually termed
fading, together with widely varying conditions of natural
man-made interference, lend to his pursuit the sporting aspects
of a game of chance. The listener interested in receiving from
local stations has learned that two equally powerful stations
equally distant from him but in different directions do not
necessarily give equal signal strength in his receiver, and again
that his friend who lives in a different part of the city gets quite
different results. Many of these variations are chargeable to
the use of different receiving sets the sensitivity of which varies
with frequency in different ways. But after these factors have
been cancelled out the fact remains that at short distances from
the broadcasting station such that time variations of transmis-
sion are inappreciable, or within what might be called the service
area of the station, there are space variations or inequalities of

distribution which seem to depend on the physical character of
the landscape.

There are thus distinguished two kinds of transmission varia-
tions; time variations or fading, which are the outstanding char-
acteristics at long distances, and space variations or inequalities
of distribution, which are most easily distinguished at short dis-

*Received by the Editor, January 8, 1924. Presented before THE IN-
STITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, New York, January 16, 1924.
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tances where they are not complicated by the presence of time
variations. This paper is concerned only with space varia-
tions. These are a permanent characteristic of the trans-
mission and lend themselves readily to quantitative studies. To
the engineer, a study of irregularities of distribution is valuable
not only in disclosing scientific information on radio transmis-
sion, but also in providing an empirical basis for the design of
radio broascasting distribution systems. We have endeavored
to set forth below the results of just such a study of the conditions
in the urban and suburban districts of New York City and the
City of Washington, District of Columbia.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before considering specific cases, it is worth while to discuss
very briefly just what the natural obstacles are which lie in the
way of theoretically perfect broadcasting distribution.

Looking upon radio broadcasting as a means for distributing
intelligence -bearing energy over a given territory, the most
desirable result would be to produce the same field strength of
radio waves at all points in the territory and to produce little
or no disturbance outside that area. This would enable a given
receiving set to be used with equal satisfaction anywhere in the
territory of the station. Unfortunately radio transmission from
a single station is ill adapted to afford such a result. It is by
nature a means for throwing out a large amount of energy at one
point and allowing it to spread out, diminishing rapidly at
first and then more gradually, until finally at considerable
distance it becomes unstable or too attenuated to be discern-
ible.

Not only is the field strength reduced with increasing distance
on account of the spreading of the energy over a larger and
larger circle, but it is also reduced in addition by the fact that
some of the radiated energy is transformed into heat by elec-
trical losses in the transmission media and therefore lost to
radio uses.

If the surface of the earth were flat and of uniform electrical
characteristics, the falling off in field strength of the waves due
to spreading of the energy and losses in the earth might be ex-
pressed as a law in mathematical form. Several such expressions
have been developed from experimental data and are useful in
many cases. In the usual case, however, the earth's surface is
irregular in form or material and corresponding transmission
irregularities are introduced. The characteristics of the earth's
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surface which affect radio transmission may be roughly classified
under three headings as follows:

1. Areas of different electrical constants-fresh water,
salt water, dry land, wet land, rock, snow, and so on.

2. Differences of elevation-hills, valleys, mountains,
and the like.

3. Absorbing structures-man-made buildings, towers,
or other structures many of which have resonance
characteristics producing selective absorption.

It is almost hopeless to expect that we shall ever be - able
properly to take account of such varied factors as these in any
transmission formula. We may, however, thru the collection of
experimental data hope to obtain a fairly clear picture of how they
affect transmission and be able to make allowances for them in

engineering problems and calculations.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Fortunately the means for taking experimental data of this
kind are already at hand in the form of radio field -strength meas
uring sets of the kind described in a recent paper before THE

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS on "Radio Transmission Meas-
urements," by Bown, Englund, and Friis.' One of the small
portable type of short wave measuring sets described in that
paper was used in obtaining the data herewith presented. In
order to be able to cover ground rapidly with this outfit, it was
transported and used in an automobile as shown in Figure 1.

In our measurements at New York and Washington, schedules
were arranged with certain stations so that a carrier frequency
of constant amplitude would be sent out while observations were
being taken. During some of the periods this carrier was modu-
lated or, more strictly speaking, two intelligence-bearing side
bands were transmitted in addition to the constant carrier. This
was immaterial from the measuring standpoint, because the
measuring set measures substantially only the carrier.

It is obvious that taking any considerable number of points
to the square mile would be very laborious. The data contained
in this paper represent the results of about two months of field
work during which the automobile carrying the measuring set
traveled 3,000 miles (4,800 kilometers). An endeavor was made,
therefore, to reduce the amount of measuring work by taking the
observations at points selected in advance as most likely to show

"Proceedings Of THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS," volume 11

1923. number 2. page 115.
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up the effects being investigated. In many places the data are
very sketchy, but they serve as a guide in picturing phenomena
which are more accurately delineated in other sections where the
data are more complete.

The observations in each city group were made during daylight
hours, during the same season of the year, and in most instances
under uniform weather conditions. Relatively, the measured
values of field strength are believed to be correct within a few
percent. The absolute accuracy of the values does not enter
into this discussion, so the possible 10 or 15 percent constant
error in the calibration of the men,iiring ,et 11,441 is of no direct

importance. Where observations were made in settled areas, as
open locations as possible were chosen, for instance, in parks, or
squares and in the centers of wide streets. Such points tend to
represent general conditions as distinct from the very local con-
ditions which may obtain on the roofs of or inside of particular
buildings. No doubt if the study were carried to sufficient re-
finement, each building or group of buildings would be found to
have its own little distribution pattern.

In order to facilitate an orderly consideration of the data,
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we have presented them below in such sequence as to bring out,
first, the separate effects of the three classes of transmission fac-
tors previously mentioned, and, second, the complications into
which combinations of the factors lead.

OPEN COUNTRY TRANSMISSION

The first measurements to be considered were made around
Washington, District of Columbia, in the summer of 1923. The
broadcasting station WCAP of the Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Company was used as a transmitting station for the
tests. The transmitting frequency was 640 kilocycles (wave
length 469 meters). As shown on the map, Figure 2, observa-
tions were taken on two lines leading out of the city, one to the
southeast and the other to the northwest. The points at which
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measurements were made are marked. In Figure 3 are given
curves showing plots of field strength against the distance from
the transmitting station. The smooth upper curve A shows the
falling off which would be obtained under the ideal condition of
simple spreading, the field strength being inversely proportional
to the distance. The calculation of the ideal curve requires an
assumption or measurement of the effective height of She trans-
mitting antenna. In the present case, the effective height was
calculated from field strength measurements made at a dis-
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tance of about eight wave lengths from the transmitting
station.'

Curve B is for the southeast line. A profile of the land and
water corresponding to this line is given just below at B'. It
starts out over rolling country and the field drops rapidly. About
25 miles (40 km.) out it strikes Chesapeake Bay, and the next
30 miles (48 km.) over water is characterized by a flattening of
the field strength curve, due to lowered attenuation. Then, going
over land again, the curve drops more rapidly. The alternating
steep and flat portions bring out clearly the effect of the different
electrical characteristics of the land and brackish water over
which the radio waves pass.

Curve C, with its corresponding profile of the landscape C',
is for the northwest line, which is entirely over land. The land
increases in elevation and irregularity as the distance from the
city increases. The field strength falls off at first much the same
as in Curve B. Farther out, as the foothills of the Blue Ridge
Mountains are reached, the rate of falling off increases until a
low point is registered in the shadow of a mountain range.

A simple theory suffices to explain this shadow effect. If the
ground is considered to be a fairly good conductor, the penetra-
tion of the waves will not be great, and there will be but little
transmission directly thru the mountain. As the waves pass the
crest and the ground falls away, the bottom of the wave front
is stretched and the unit field strength reduced. Simultaneously
the wave front is given a forward tilt. Since the flow of energy
is perpendicular to the wave front, this means that energy is
being fed down from above. The effect of the feeding down of
energy is gradually to erase the shadow, as is brought out by
the rising of Curve C after the mountain has been well passed.
What occurs is probably very similar to the diffraction of light,
altho it should be noted that the dimensions of the obstructions
are small relative to the wave length. It is probable that if a
hundred or more points had been taken, closely spaced along
this northwest line, it would be continually rising up and down
in minor modulations reflecting the shadows of the smaller hills
and mountains. The seven points shown serve to give a general
indication of the average rate of attenuation and to make more
prominent the one large shadow caused by a natural land ele-
vation.

2 For a brief discussion of this method of determining the effective height,
see paper on "Radio Transmission Measurements," by Bown, Englund, and
Friis, "PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS," volume
11, number 2, page 117
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An effort was made to classify the data taken in the country
districts outside the city of Washington along the two radial
lines just discussed and along other radial lines in other directions,
with the object of obtaining an attenuation factor or formula by
means of which the transmission over the soil of Maryland and
Virginia could be calculated. The wide scattering of the values
caused this to be abandoned as impractical. During the analysis
there was calculated for each individual point the attenuation
factor a which, inserted in the familiar transmission formula,
caused it to give the correct field strength for that particular
point. The formula is

he
-Field strength = 377 A micro -volts per meter,

where h, I, is the antenna radiation constant in meter -amperes,
and A and d are the wave length and distance, respectively, both
in kilometers. The values of a obtained by this process ran all
the way from 0.012 to 0.035, with a rough average at about 0.022.

One method of analysis applied to the curves of Figure 3 con-
sisted in fitting attenuation factors to sections of the curves
which are uniform and correspond to transmission over uniform
territory. For instance, the attenuation factor for the section
of Curve B between Preston and Salisbury is 0.028. Thoe lan
is low but dry and sandy. The rolling upland of more mist soild
from Gaithersburg out to Frederick (Curve C) has an attenuation
factor of 0.009. The over -water transmission of Curve B be-
tween Mt. Zion and Easton shows a factor of 0.0025. This is
relatively quite close to the 0.0015 factor of the Austin -Cohen
formula which seems to hold well for daylight transmission over
sea water thru a fairly wide frequency range. A simple calcula-
tion discloses that at a distance of 100 kilometers (62 miles) from
a 750 -kilocycle (400 -meter) transmitting station, the sea water
factor (0.0015) gives a received field strength about seventy
times as great as that given by the dry sand factor (0.028).
This strikingly illustrates the wide variation in the attenuations
caused by different surface conditions.

CITY TRANSMISSION

In cities, where large steel buildings and similar structures
enter as factors in transmission, the situation is much the same
as over open country except that the effects are more intense
and of smaller dimensions. For instance, the fact that heavy
shadows can be cast is well illustrated by the curves in Figure 5.
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This figure, together with the map in Figure 4, gives the results
of some measurements taken in New York City. The map shows
by circled arrows the locations of points at which measurements
were taken and by stipple shading indicates congested regions of
high buildings. The transmitting station was the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company's experimental station 2XY,
located at 24 Walker Street, about one mile (1.6 km.) north of
the heavy congestion of steel skyscrapers near the tip of Man-
hattan Island. The transmitting frequency was 610 kilocycles
(wave length 492 meters). The measurements were taken during
the fall of 1923. At that time the station was also carrying a
radio broadcasting schedule as WEAF. In Figure 5, Curve A,
as before, shows the simple spreading law. The effective height
used in drawing Curve A was calculated from two field strength
measurements taken at a distance of about seven wave lengths
in the Hudson River where a clear line to the station was obtain-
able. Curve B shows the attenuation on a line running southerly
thru Battery Park and down toward Fort Hamilton. The first
point, taken in City Hall Park, starts an abysmal drop which
ends in the third point taken on a boat just off the Battery. That
this heavy shadow is soon erased by the feeding in of energy
from above and the sides is indicated by the dotted extension
of the curve running out thru two points on Long Island near
the water's edge. At the farthest point, the transmission has
so far recovered itself as to be almost up to the ideal curve.
While this heavy shadow can be explained by the same reasoning
as was used to explain that behind the Blue Ridge Mountains,
it should be noted that the skyscraper area is not only a great
hill of steel lattices, but that this hill is divided by the deep criss-
crossing cuts of the streets into a group of lattice towers
or pillars. Many of these pillars have natural electrical
oscillation frequencies near the frequency of transmission and
so are excellent absorbers of the radio waves. This doubt-
less contributes materially to the sharpness and depth of the
shadows.

These shadows, drops, and flat spots in the transmission
curves, while sufficiently outstanding to be rather startling and
to constitute definite limitations on the effectiveness of radio
transmission, looked at from another standpoint, merely serve
to expose the puny size of landscape features in comparison with
the vast overhead space thru which the radio waves are propa-
gated. The wave fronts, rising to great heights, proceed for-
ward, for hundreds of wave lengths at least, with an irresistible
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sweep. At their feet the earth sometimes tends to drag them
down, and sometimes casts obstacles in their way, but the gaps
are quickly healed as the greater store of energy above is partially
directed downward
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The way in which this self -healing action occurs is brought
forward strikingly in the case of transmission northward along
Manhattan Island. In Figure 5, Curve C gives measurements
taken on a line running northward along Park Avenue. The
first point at Union Square is just in front of a group of fairly
large buildings, the effect of which is registered in a sharp drop-
ping of the field strength. Beyond this, running up the center
of Park Avenue, the drop is more uniform and less rapid. The
high attenuation of the buildings along the avenue effectively
prevents any appreciable healing up of the initial drop. At
about 68th Street, a group of big apartment buildings and the
crest of a slight hill cause another irregularity. The rest of this
curve can best be considered in conjunction with Curve D, which
is for a line of points up the East River. The river points were
taken on the upper deck of a small steamer. The field strength
holds up well until the Queensboro Bridge is approached. The
low point, and the subsequent recovery to a smooth curve,
account for the shadow caused by the bridge. The fact that the
field strength over the river is much larger than that over the
adjacent city causes a continual feeding in of energy from the
river to the land. This is manifested in three ways:-(1) the re-
covery and flattening out of Curve C as the action becomes pro-
nounced, (2) the fact that Curve D shows a higher attenuation
than for clear over -water transmission, and (3) the direction of
wave arrival on land, as indicated by the arrows on the map,
is deflected away from the transmitting station and toward the
river. The definite swinging round of the waves at the boundary
line of two areas of different characterictics is closely analogous
to the refraction of light. At its outer end Curve D is shown
dotted because here the points depart radically from a radial
line to the station and follow up the Harlem River to the place
where the two lines cross and the curves come together.

Having thus seen with a considerable degree of clearness how
the impediments to transmission operate in certain outstanding
cases, and having a considerable number of measured points in
and about New York and Washington, we have had the temerity
to draw what may be called radio field -strength contour maps
of the two cities. It must be admitted frankly that these maps
are at best only an approximation, and that in many areas the
data is too meagre to do more than vaguely support the contour
lines. But a careful inspection will usually disclose a surprising
agreement between the local territorial features and the values
of the measured points. as to where the contour lines should lie.
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On the maps the measuring locations are indicated by crosses.
Where loop direction was taken the cross is elongated into an
arrow denoting the apparent direction of wave arrival. The
value of field strength in milli -volts per meter is written beside
the cross or arrow. The contour interval is not uniform thruout,
but the value of each contour in milli -volts per meter is indicated
in the usual way by a number inserted in a short gap in the line.

Figure 6 shows one of these maps embracing only the island
of Manhattan. An outstanding characteristic is the relation
of the contour lines to the Park Avenue and East River meas-
urements discussed above. In the river, the contours bend
rapidly inward toward the island until at some places on land
in the northern part of the island the contours are actually
parallel to the radial line from the transmitting station.

This does not mean that the wave fronts are necessarily
traveling perpendicular to their starting direction; in fact, there
is some doubt as to the meaning of the term "wave front" in such
a case where there must be a conglomeration of reflected, re-
fracted, diffracted, and re -radiated elements. The direction
from which the energy is apparently arriving is, however, given
by the loop position for maximum received current. The arrival
directions, as was said above, favor the river. They also tend
toward perpendicularity to the contour lines. In places where
the wave travel is smooth and unobstructed, this becomes more
strictly true-the wave fronts and the contours coincide, and the
loop direction is perpendicular to both.

On the west side of the city, the same heavy attenuation on
land and the same feeding in from the river is present as on the
east side; in fact, it is even more pronounced at some points. At
a few points, such for instance as at Columbus Circle, the loop
direction does not follow the general trend. In most of these
cases there was evidence of heavy local distortion of the waves
due to the presence of a nearby building which was resonant at
the transmitting frequency used.

As might be anticipated from the foregoing discussion, Cen-
tral Park, surrounded by the city on all sides, has a low area or
dead spot. Several contours close on themselves within this area
and the field strength at one point drops to a value as low as it
has 30 miles (48 km.) or more out in the country.

Another low point is indicated near Spuyten Duyvil. This
one lies down in a valley behind a hill, and is probably due to
the shadow of the hill.

In order to bring out more clearly how the various types and
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heights of buildings affect the transmission, we have plotted the
contours on an aerial photograph of New York City. This
is reproduced as Figure 7. Because of the location of the airplane
when the photograph was taken, Manhattan Island is very much
fore -shortened. In the original plot, which is made on a large
photographic print, individual buildings may easily be seen, so
that the reasons for many of the peculiarities of the contour lines
are evident.

Figure 8 gives a radio field strength contour map of the whole
Metropolitan area. From this map, the high radio attenuation
of the thickly settled city is unmistakable. It gives the contours
a roughly dumb -bell shape. Several other features are notable.
To the west, a marked indentation of the two outside contours
shows the effect of the city of Newark. This is substantiated by
only a few points, but the points were carefully checked. To the
northeast, the contours loop out over Long Island Sound indi-
cating low attenuation over the water. Perhaps the most inter-
esting feature of this map is the way in which the 10- and 20 -
milli -volt contours approach and recede from each other. Start-
ing at the north on Manhattan, where they are closest, and pro-
ceeding clockwise, they spread gradually until in the residential
district of lower Brooklyn they are well apart. Then, the abrupt
indentation of the inner one and the slight indentation of the
outer one show the extent of the shadow of lower Manhattan.
For the rest of the circuit, except for the effect of the city of
Newark, they spread widely apart in response to good transmis-
sion over the New Jersey meadows.

New York City, from the transmission and distribution stand-
point, presents a "horrible example" of the difficulties which may
be encountered. On the other hand, the situation at Washington,
District of Columbia, is a fair example of an excellent distribu-
tion. The complete contour map of the Washington area is given
in Figure 9. While the effect of land and water is well marked
on this map, the deviation of the contours from the circular form
which they would have in the ideal case is not sufficient to con-
stitute serious irregularity. At only one point, to the west of
Washington, is there an indication of a real dead spot. This is
substantiated by only a single point. The measurement at this
point was carefully made, but it was not checked and no other
measurements were taken nearby. We were unwilling, therefore,
to give the contours a radical shift to account for the single
unsupported point and have left them undrawn thru this locality.

From the information which this study has disclosed many
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interesting and useful conclusions may be drawn. Some of them
are as follows:

1. The radio attenuation over different kinds of earth sur-
face varies widely. It is low for sea water and for flat moist
ground. For dry ground, the attenuation is relatively much
greater. In the case of closely built cities filled with steel build-
ings the local attenuation may be enormous.
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2. Sudden changes in land elevation and large masses of
conducting material cast radio shadows which may be very heavy
in extreme cases.

3. Shadows cause local dead spots; but usually within a
relatively short distance beyond, the shadow is wiped out by
refraction or diffraction.

All of these effects can be predicted by purely theoretical
considerations, so it is not astonishing to find them. It is impos-
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sible to predict the magnitude of the effects, however, on account
of the irregular and complex nature of the transmission media
and the lack of quantitative data on their electrical character-
istics. The experimental study not only shows the magnitudes
for specific cases but, as a whole, throws the picture into focus
and provides the mind with a sort of scale or measuring stick
which is useful in estimating the probable effects in other similar
situations.

SUMMARY: The paper presents the results of a quantitative study of radio
distribution in and about the cities of New York and Washington, District of
Columbia. The wide variations of attenuation over different kinds of terri-
tory, the causation of radio shadows or dead spots, and the phenomena of
refraction and diffraction are all illustrated by the data and curves. Radio
field strength contour maps of the two territories are presented.
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THE MARCONI FOUR -ELECTRODE TUBE AND ITS
CIRCUIT*

BY

H. DE A. DONISTHORPE

(NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE, MARCONI INTERNATIONAL MARINE COMMUNI-
CATION COMPANY, LIMITED)

Before I commence the subject of my paper this evening, I
should first like to express my pleasure at having the honor of
reading a paper before this Institute of world-wide reputation,
the journal of which is read with such avidity by all the leading
men in the science of radio.

I think that I am correct in saying that up to the present
time little or nothing has been done commercially on this side
of the Atlantic with the four -electrode tube. However, I under-
stand they are being experimented with at the present moment
by the General Electric Company. In Great Britain these tubes
have found considerable favor amongst the radio engineers, and
this type of tube is now a current store issue to all the large ves-
sels of the British mercantile marine where the radio installations
are under the care of the Marconi Company.

In order that this paper may be as complete as possible, it
will perhaps be of interest to trace the evolution of the modern
quadrode and to describe some of the early types of this form
of tube which are interesting if only from a historic point of view.

The classification of the different types of quadrodes now in
existence is not an easy matter, as each individual valve may be
said to have been evolved for some particular purpose; that is
to say, some are utilized for the purpose of rectification only,
and others for magnification of radio signals, while others are
designed for the reception of continuous waves.

Roughly these tubes may be classified into three separate
groups, this classification being only useful from a constructional
point of view. In every case, however, two of the electrodes
function as controlling elements.

This construction classification can be detailed as follows:
*Received by the Editor, January 18, 1924. Presented before THE

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, New York, February 6, 1924.
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Type Types of Electrodes

Group 1 Tubes with Two GRIDS in addition to the usual
filament and anode

Group 2 Tubes with Two ANODES in addition to the
usual filament and grid

Group 3 Tubes with THREE ANODES in addition to the
usual filament

Due to the presence of this additional electrode in the various
types of quadrodes, the function of the electronic stream varies
considerably from that of the well-known thermionic current
produced between the hot cathode or filament and the anode
of the popular triode. It is for this reason that the quadrodes
present an interesting study. In some types of four -electrode
tubes there is a diversion of electrons from one main electrode
to another; the electrons during this period do the useful work
required to produce the resulting effects, whilst in another in-
stance the electrons are projected by virtue of their high velocity
to a destination more distant than the usual anode of the triode.

The origin of the quadrode can, I think, be safely attributed
to the genius of Majorana, who took out a patent in the United
Kingdom for his tube in the year 1912. The circuit in which
this tube was employed and the general arrangement of the four
electrodes within the tube are shown in Figure 1. The tube in
this instance functions purely as a rectifier, the quality of which
is rather poor.

It will be seen from the figure that the grid itself consists of
two separated and insulated portions, A and B, which form two
separate grids in addition to the usual filament and anode and,
therefore, comes under Group 1 of the above table. These two
grids, it will be noticed, are interposed between the remaining
two electrodes. The circuit in which the oscillations to be recti-
fied are taking place is shunted across these two elements A
and B.

A potential difference is then established between A and B,
due to the oscillations taking place in the circuit, the result of
which is to bring about an attraction and repulsion alternatively
of electrons to and from A and B. The electrons are, therefore,
diverted from their true path, namely, towards the anode with
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a resulting diminution of the filament anode current. This brings
about variations of current in the external telep hone circuit
which is directly connected with the anode and a partially recti-
fied current of the induced radio oscillations is effected.

77o le..410/0
ciecuir

'dem rrx/er

FIGURE 1-Majorana's Quadrode and Circuit

In view of the fact that this is a potential -operated device
it is necessary to employ a large inductance across A and B in
order to produce maximum efficiency, and consequently this par-
ticular type of tube is most sensitive when employed for the recep-
tion of long waves.

Another tube which functions in a very similar manner to
that of Majorana but of a somewhat later date is that due to
Professor Fleming. This particular quadrode comes under
Group 3, and consists of three anodes in addition to the usual
hot cathode or filament.

The mechanical construction and attendant circuit is shown
in Figure 2. The tube, it will be seen, consists of four metal
plates which are curved along their axes so that their convex
faces are presented towards the filament, the filament being a
short, straight vertical wire made of tungsten situated in the
middle of the four plates.

The one pair of diametrically opposite plates A and B are
joined together externally and constitute one single electrode and
are known as the collecting plates. The second pair of plates
C and D are connected directly across the receiving circuit and
are the controlling elements functioning similarly to the two
grids in the Majorana tube.

The function of the tube can be briefly described as follows:
The incoming radio oscillations in the reeeiver produce poten-

tial differences across C and D and thus diminish the established
filament -anode current towards A and B, bringing about the
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FIGURE 2-The Fleming Quadrode and Circuit

same results as those achieved within the Majorana tube. The
characteristic curve illustrating this section is shown in Figure 3,
which shows clearly that the decrease in filament -anode current

0 5 10 vot..T
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FIGURE 3-011 hit' Fleming Quadrode
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is determined by the potential difference across plates C and D,
so that the results obtained are proportional to the amplitude of
the radio oscillations being received.

Practically speaking the only difference between the Fleming
and Majorana tubes is in their construction and position of
electronic disturbance.

I now come to the main feature of my paper in the description
of the Marconi quadrode or FE I type of tube as it is commer-
cially described. This instrument is of particular interest since
it is now a commercial issue to radio installations for shipboard
use.

FIGURE 4-The Marconi FE I Quadrode

This tube is used in conjunction with a special amplifier
known as Amplifier type number 91, Figure 5, and effects a one -

stage radio frequency amplification, rectification, and a one -
stage audio -frequency amplification, using the single tube, and
consequently this quadrode may be said to do the work of three

triodes.
Figure 4 illustrates the construction of the tube, the dimen-

sions of which are about 33/4 inches (9.5 cm.) in length and
7A inches (2.2 cm.) in diameter. The following table gives the
electrical constants of this tube.

Voltage
Across

Filament

Working
Filament
Current

Maximum
2nd Grid
Current

Anode
Voltage

4 . 5 1 . 2 amp. 0.75 milliamps. 45 volts

The tube, it will be seen, contains in addition to the usual
grid (which is of a spiral nature) an additional grid which is of a
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wide open mesh form and, therefore, comes under Group 1 of the
classification table. The electrodes in this tube are known as the
`first grid," "second grid," and "outer electrode," and external
connections are made to these electrodes by means of metal pips
secured to the outside of the glass by means of plaster of Paris.
Excluding the outer electrode this tube produces the usual char-
acteristic curve of a fairly straight line, the second grid operating
as the anode of a triode.

FIGURE 5-The Marconi Amplifier Type 91 for use with Four -Electrode Tubes

Having described the tube, it is next essential to trace the cir-
cuits of the amplifier in order to illustrate clearly the functioning
of this particular type of tube. This type of amplifier will be of
particular interest at the present moment when the interference
to broadcasting is being so freely discussed by the press and
Government Departments dealing with radio, for the simple
reason that this amplifier, whilst producing a high degree of
magnification, is not associated with any irradiation effect.

Figure 6 illustrates the circuit when the tube is employed
purely for rectification purposes. It will be noticed that the sec-
ond grid circuit corresponds to the usual anode circuit of a
triode arrangement and includes the usual high tension or "B"
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battery for the purpose of establishing a steady filament -anode

current. Now, if the first grid be given a positive charge with

regard to the negative limb of the filament, the electrons will
travel towards the second grid with a high velocity, and having
due regard to the constructional design of this electrode, the
electrons, because of their inertia, will pass thru it.

1 o etA rraer

FIGURE 6-Rectification Circuit for FE 1 Quadrode

Now, the outer electrode, it will be seen, is connected to the
negative limb of the filament and is, therefore, of the same poten-
tial, so that immediately an electron passes thru the second grid,
it comes under the retarding electrostatic charge of this outer
electrode.

Since there is a drop in voltage between the outer electrode
and the second grid equal in value to the rise in voltage between
the filament and first grid, the speed of the electron on its arrival
at the outer electrode will be equal to the speed of the electron
at the filament.

Assuming the initial speed of the electron at the moment of
emission from the filament to be zero, the velocity of the electron

on arrival at the outer electrode will also be zero. Now, if the re-
sulting alternating emf., due to the induced radio oscillations, be
impressed between the outer electrode and negative limb of the
filament, a current will flow in that circuit whenever the outer
electrode is made positive by those halves of the oscillations giv-
ing that potential, as when this condition is effected, the electrons
are naturally attracted towards the outer electrode.

This function, it will be seen, is nothing more or less than a
Fleming two -electrode tube rectification and the results are com-
parable to those obtained with a crystal. The rectification cur -
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rent, arriving at the outer electrode has a saturation value of
about 80 micro -amperes. However, with the use of the 91 type
of amplifier, the oscillations are first submitted to a one -stage
radio frequency amplification before the above form of rectifica-
tion is effected.

The circuit embodying these two functions utilizing the one
tube is shown in Figure 7. It has already been pointed out that
this second grid of this type of quadrode functions according to
the principle of the anode of a triode. It is, therefore, possible

FIGURE 7-Radio Frequency and Rectification Circuits for
FE 1 Quadrode

to produce large variations of filament anode current in the second
grid circuit for small variations in potential of the first grid.
This condition naturally occurs when the potential on the first
grid is adjusted so that the tube is working on the straight part
of the characteristic curve, and the magnified current produced
in the second grid circuit will have the same shape and will be
of the same frequency as that of the induced radio oscillations.
In this circuit there is included the primary A of a radio frequency
transformer, the secondary B of which is in the outer electrode
circuit. It follows, therefore, that the magnified radio oscilla-
tions taking place in the second grid circuit will produce an alter-
nating emf. across the secondary of the radio frequency trans-
former, or, in other words, across the outer electrode and negative
limb of the filament; and consequently rectification is satisfac-
torily effected after the manner described above.

It is possible to submit these rectified and magnified signals
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to a one -stage audio -frequency amplification. This is obtained by
impressing the rectified signals back on the first grid by means of
an iron core transformer as is shown in Figure 8. The windings
of this iron core transformer have the ratio of 1 -to -1, and it will
readily be seen that a simple low frequency triode arrangement
follows in the first and second grid circuits. The audio -frequency
oscillations are produced in the second grid circuit in the usual
manner, in which circuit is located a telephone transformer. The
windings, which are located in the circuits where radio oscilla-
tions are taking place, are naturally shunted with by-pass con-
densers.

FIGURE 8-Radio Frequency, Reeffication and Audio Frequency Circuits for
FE 1 Quadrode

A feature of this type of amplifier is an adjustment, within
limits, for the elimination of "jamming" or interference. For this
particular purpose a potentiometer is employed, the high re-
sistance winding of which is connected directly across the fila-
ment or "A" battery and the slider to the outer electrode thru
the various elements of that circuit. This allows of alterations in
the potential of the outer electrode being effected relative to the
filament, and the well-known "limiting" effect can be satisfac-
torily produced.

The actual instrument is designed to cover a range of wave
lengths from 200 meters to 2,800 meters on spark signals and up
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to about 12,000 meters on continuous waves. Above this wave
length, the radio frequency amplification falls away slowly to
about 2 -to -1 at 20,000 meters.

Figure 9 shows the actual connections of the amplifier. The
high frequency transformer T 1 has triple windings, all in
series, each set having an equal number of turns in the primary
and secondary. The first set has 220 turns each, the second
330, and the third 1,625. In the "short wave" position the
switch short-circuits the second and third sets, in the "600"
position the third set is short-circuited, and in the "long wave"
position all are in circuit.
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FIGURE 9-Connections of Type Number 1 Amplifier (Marconi)

Each winding of the transformer T, which is the closed iron
core type, consists of 3,000 turns.

It will be noticed that the slider or contact of the poten-
tiometer used for the "anti -jamming" adjustments operates over
only half the total resistance, which is 220 ohms in all. This is
to prevent this particular adjustment from being too critical.
It will be found necessary, when using this adjustment, to vary
at the same time the filament current within small limits.

The actual life of the tube is found to be in practice about
1,300 hours, altho, as a general rule, it is in excess of this, and one
of these tubes has a record of 10,000 hours.

The amplifier itself has been criticized by some as not giving
a high rate of magnification, but in this connection it is necessary
to point out that the instrument gives a maximum increase of
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signals for feeble radio oscillations and does not respond so
readily to strong signals, an ideal condition for shipboard recep-
tion. It is also useful from an economic point of view in that it
renders maximum amplification with a minimum number of
tubes, thereby reducing maintenance charges.

This instrument, which is fitted on a fleet of vessels running
between England and Australia, regularly receives signals from
the Leafield Station whilst these vessels are in Australian waters.

I think that this example alone will conclusively prove the
efficiency of this type of tube as a commercial asset in the radio
world.

SUMMARY: The paper deals firstly with the early forms of quadrodes or
four -electrode tubes and leads up to a complete description of the Marconi
type of quadrode or F. E. I. type and the attendant amplifier circuit.

The amplifier described utilizes one F. E. I. tube and effects a one -stage
radio frequency, a rectification, and a one -stage audio frequency.

Information is detailed as to the practical experience obtained with this
amplifier and quadrode, this particular combination now being a commercial
issue to ships the radio installations of which are controlled by the Marconi
International Marine Communication Company.
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THE PERFORMANCE AND THEORY OF LOUD
SPEAKER HORNS*

BY

ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, PH.D.

FELLOW A. I. E. E., FELLOW I. R. E., CHIEF BROADCAST ENGINEER

AND

JOHN P. MINTON, PH.D.
FELLOW AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY, FELLOW I. R. E. ACOUSTIC ENGINEER

(TECHNICAL AND TEST DEPARTMENT, RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, NEW
YORK)

The loud speaker is an essential part of a radio receiving set.
The poor performance of either will result in unsatisfactory recep-
tion. The theory and operation of the latter have been dealt
with in numerous places but the acoustic problems of reception,
even tho of great importance, have received comparatively little
attention. We believe, therefore, the present article dealing with
the loud speaker is one which will prove of considerable interest
to radio engineers.

A few years ago, Professor G. W. Stewart' published data on
the performance of conical horns used as acoustic receiving ap-
paratus. It will also be of interest to publish similar data on
conical horns used for transmitting or producing sounds rather
than for receiving. The present paper contains data which are
of practical importance since they cover the range of horn lengths
and solid angles which are apt to be considered in practice.

The curves show sound pressure produced at various fre-

quencies. The ear is primarily a pressure device, and for this
reason the pressure units of sound can be associated directly with
the loudness as perceived by the brain.

METHOD OF TEST
The method of testing consisted in placing the horns in a well -

padded sound proof booth and measuring the sound pressure
at a point on the axis of the horns about 15 cm. (6 inches) from
the mouth of the horn. A measuring system consisting of a con -

*Received by the Editor, April 14, 1924.
"'Physical Review," pages 313-326, 1920
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denser transmitter, a five -stage resistance -coupled amplifier feed-
ing into a thermocouple and galvanometer was calibrated to enable
sound pressure to be determined from the galvanometer readings.
Tests were made at several different frequencies to ascertain the
manner in which the pressure along the axis varied with the dis-
tance from the opening of the horns. These test -curves showed
that the sound pressure varied inversely as this distance except
within a few centimeters of the opening and within a few centi-
meters of the walls of the booth. From about 10 to 75 cm. (4 to
30 inches) away from the mouth of the horns the end effect and
the reflection from the walls were of no consequence. The pres-
sure then decreased with the distance just as it would have done
in the free, unconfined space. The curves shown in Figure 1
are given to illustrate these results. The curves show that a
point 15 cm. (6 inches) from the opening is satisfactory to avoid
room effects. The dotted lines are calculated values.

All the tests were made with the same receiver-namely, one
of high impedance-operated at a constant voltage of about 15
volts thru 20,000 ohms. The results, therefore, are strictly com-
parable. A three -electrode tube oscillator was used to supply
the current to the receiver attached to the horns. The oscillo-
grams are included to show that the voltage and current waves
are practically pure sine waves. The oscillograms also show the
sound output from the horns as picked up by a condenser trans-
mitter and amplified by a six -stage resistance -coupled amplifier.
Some of the curves were taken at resonant frequencies of the horns
and others were taken at anti -resonant frequencies. Hence, in
the former case, any impurities are masked by the intense output
at resonance whereas in the second case the harmonics show up
prominently. No trouble from impurities occurred above, say,
400 cycles. Our curves, then, at low frequencies are sufficiently
correct at the resonant frequencies, but are not so at the low anti -
resonant frequencies. At low frequencies, then, we must take
these factors into account. Reference to these oscillograms will
be made later.

HORNS

Sixteen conical horns were made of heavy galvanized iron. Suf-
ficient rigidity of the walls was secured to avoid material vibra-
tions. The results can be taken as closely representative of
horns with rigid walls and, therefore, the data are characteristic
of the air columns themselves.

The following table summarizes the horn -dimensions in cm.:
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Axial length 31 34 34 34 66.3 65.3 65 0 63.0 124 123 122 120 183 182 180 18

Diam.. small end. 1 6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

Diam..large end. 5.0 10.3 15.3 20.31 7.6 15.7 30.5 45.5115.5 31.0 45 60 15 30 60 90
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The curves given in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 for the sixteen horns
are shown in four groups; each group contains the curves for
horns of constant length with varying opening. A comparison
can also be made with constant opening and varying length.
Still a third comparison can be made with constant solid angle
at various lengths. The comparisons can be made at constant
frequencies or at the fundamentals and also at the various over-
tones of the horns.

In Figure 2 is given the sound output of the receiver unit
without a horn attached to it. The condenser transmitter was
placed 15 cm. (6 inches) from the opening of the unit to the sur-
rounding space. For this reason we can gain some information
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as to the amplification produced by the horn. We can also use
this receiver unit curve to assist in the interpretation of the
curves. The fundamental of the receiver diaphragm as shown
by the curve is 500 cycles. The peaks at the higher frequencies
are produced by the diaphragm vibrating in some of its higher
modes of vibration. These effects will be modified some by the
various horns and our curves give a comparative basis for the
horns with the unit used.

The first group of curves gives the pressure -frequency curves
for the horns of the shortest length, namely 34 cm. approximately.
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These are shown in Figure 3. Several characteristics are dis-
tinctly noticeable. There are pronounced peaks in all the horns.
The two large ones in the neighborhood of 500 and 2,300 cycles
are due to the receiver diaphragm; the others (except some of
the "ripples" below 300 cycles) are due to the resonating proper-
ties of the horns. The fundamental on the basis of its wave
length equals four times the length of the horn and should occur
at about 270 cycles. The overtones-the odd ones only being
present in a horn closed at one end-should occur at 810, 1,350,,
1,890, 2,430, 2,970, 3,510, 4,050 cycles, and so on. The first
horn peak, however, is not 270, but 320 cycles. The two oscillo-

Current Thru Unit-Sound Output-Plate I (1), 269 Cycles

Current Thru Unit-Sound Output-Plate I (2), 320 Cycles
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grams, shown in Plate I, show that the 269 -cycle peak is com-
posed almost entirely of the double frequency term. This is due
to the second harmonic introduced by the unit itself, which cor-
responds to the natural frequency of the diaphragm. The
oscillogram for the 320 -cycle peak indicates that this peak is com-
posed almost entirely of the fundamental.
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Reflection of sound at the smaller openings is considerable,
and marked resonance will occur with these openings. Reflec-
tion is much less for the larger openings, and, hence resonance
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will be less marked in these cases. Furthermore, as pointed out
by Professor Stewart,2 reflection takes place along the entire
inner surface of the horn and therefore "resonance" will occur
at all frequencies above the fundamental.

This phenomenon is most pronounced for horns with large
openings, the length being kept constant. Two effects may there-
fore be anticipated for horns of large openings. Firstly, the peaks
at definite resonance frequencies in the curves should be less prom-
inent because there is 'ess end reflection in the horns with large
openings. And secondly, the large "valleys" in the curves should
be relatively filled in or elevated because there is increased reflec-
tion along the walls of the horns, and therefore, more reinforce-
ment of all frequencies above the fundamental.

With this viewpoint as a guide, it is interesting to study the
peaks. They are sharp and pronounced with the horn of the
smallest opening and less sharp and pronounced with the large
opening. Using an end correction of 0.7 times the radius of the
opening as recommended by Stewart, we find that for the smallest
horn there should be 8 horn peaks from 253 cycles, the fundamen-
tal, to 3,800 cycles, the 15th overtone (if we call the fundamen-
tal 1). Assuming a simple closed pipe the peaks should occur at
the following frequencies: 253, 760, 1,265, 1,770, 2,270, 2,790, 3,290,
and 3,800. Of course, the resonant peaks will follow a closed pipe
only roughly. The agreement is not exact, but it is satisfactory.
What has been said about the smallest horn may be repeated in
substance for the next larger size. Here, however, the end cor-
rection is larger, and the peaks should occur at 221, 665, 1,110,
1,545, 1,990, 2,430, 2,870, 3,310, 3,760 cycles, and so on. Since
the end reflection vanishes for the higher frequencies with the
larger openings, there should be no marked resonant frequencies
in this region. About all that is actually observed is a "wave,"
so to speak. Such waves are, however, for example, present at
the last four frequencies, mentioned above. The 1,990 -cycle peak
is interfered with by its proximity to the receiver peak. The 1,100
and 1,500 -cycle peaks are properly located, but the lower ones are
not. The fundamental and first odd overtone are too high to
check with the simple theory for pipes which we are here using.
Apparently the end correction of 0.7 radius is too large for the
low resonant frequencies. The 270 -cycle peak is a second har-
monic one-the first horn peak being 320 cycles.

Horn resonance is less marked for the 15 cm. opening and still
less marked for the 20 cm. opening. As for the average sound

1 revious citation, page 324.
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output, however, the smallest horn gives the least, the next large
size still more, and the two larger ones about equal outputs with
perhaps a preference for the horn with the 20 cm. opening. One
is not to conclude, however, that the horn with the least amount
of resonance and largest opening will give the largest output.
The data for the longer horns indicate an optimum opening for
best results, in accordance with Professor Stewart's results.'

The basis for consideration of the longer horns is the same
as that given for the shortest ones tested. It should be remem-
bered in studying these curves that the sound outputs at the low
frequencies are small. Overtones, therefore, which are always
generated in the receiver are particularly disturbing for the low
frequency measurements. A peak may exist at a low frequency
reading but the sound pressure may be due to a considerable
extent to the overtone. This effect is not important, however,
above 300 cycles.

The data for the 65 cm. horns are plotted in Figure 4 in Group
II. As we would expect. resonance is pronounced, the peaks are
sharp, and the ratios of maxima to minima are large for the horns
with the 7.6 cm. and 15.7 cm. openings. The horn resonance is
much less marked for the 30.5 cm. opening and is practically
absent for the 45.5 cm. opening. The average sound output
from the largest aperture horn of this length is about the same
as that from one having the smallest opening. The two inter-
mediate horns give superior results, the larger of the two inter-
mediate sizes have less resonance and a more uniform output.
As in the case of the shortest horns, the ratio of maxima to minima
approaches unity for the higher frequencies and for the largest
openings.

The peaks for this group of horns should be about 200 to 250
cycles apart. The fundamental for these 65 cm. horns should be
in the region of 120 or 130 cycles. The curves show small peaks
in this region. However, the vibrational energy of the diaphragm
is so small at low frequencies that a small sound output must
nevertheless be the result. This is still true for the long horns
tested. The horn will be of little value for low frequencies, even
if it is a long one, unless the receiver unit itself has at least a
reasonable amount of vibrational energy at those frequencies.
This shows the importance of having a low natural frequency unit
to give low frequencies. On the other hand, the low frequency
unit will not vibrate with any intensity, at the high frequencies,
which would rather indicate the desirability of a high frequency

31 revious citation.
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unit.. Since, for high frequencies, reflection will occur at the end
of the horn if the opening is small, it means that the opening will
need be rather small to take advantage of any resonance effects,
when high frequency response is needed. In the theoretical part
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Sound Output-Plate II (I), 200 Cycles

Current Thru Unit-Sound Output-Plate II (2) 270 Cycles

Current Thru Knit-Sound Output-Plate II (3) 320 Cycles
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of the paper it is pointed out that the air velocity and pressure
are largely out of phase at the low frequencies. This prevents
large sound radiation at such frequencies.

In these 65 cm. horns we may call attention to the sharp
peaks at 270 cycles. The oscillograms in Plate II show that these
peaks are chiefly second harmonic. Those peaks at 200 cycles
and 320 cycles, however, are chiefly fundamentals as shown by

the reproduction.
An analysis for the 270 -cycle oscillograms was made by Mr.

E. W. Smith of this laboratory. The first of the two following
equations is an analysis of the oscillogram itself, and the second
equation is the analysis of the sound itself. The latter was
obtained from the former by correcting for the frequency char-
acteristics of the measuring system.

OSCILLOGRAM EQUATION

y =1.00 sin ((01+301°) +5.45 sin (2 (0 t+338°) +0.562 sin (3 cut
+77°)+0.993 sin (4 04+325°)+0.342 sin (5 04+222°)
+0.03 sin (6 04 +45°) +0.127 sin (7 04 +105°) +0.333 sin
(8 tot+320°)+0.475 sin (9 04+153°)+0.206 sin (10 04

248°) + 0.255 sin (11 wt+65°)

and for the corrected sound output:
y =1.00 sin ((o t+301°) +6.52 sin (2 a) t+ 338°) + 0.787 sin (3 (01

+ 77°) + 1.438 sin (4 co t+325°) + 0.513 sin (5 (01+222°)
+0.046 sin (6 wt+45°)+0.196 sin (7 wt+105°)+ 0.516
sin (8 0) t+320°)+0.74 sin (9 0) t+153°)+0.323 sin
(10 (01+248°) +0.4 sin (11 (0 t+65°).

As stated above, the 270 -cycle peak is due chiefly to the
second harmonic, nevertheless the analysis shows that other
harmonics, even up to the eleventh, are present to a noticeable
degree. These equations, then, serve to illustrate the signifi-

cance of the distortion introduced by a receiver unit and horn
and how the original sounds may be modified greatly at the
receiving, end.

The data for the 125 cm. horns are plotted in Figure 5 in
Group III. The resonant peaks should be about 130 cycles
apart, the fundamental being about 65 cycles on the basis of a
closed end at the receiver. In the case of the horns of this length
the peaks should occur roughly at 65, 190, 320, 450, 580, 710,
840, 970, 1,100, etc., where the horn is considered closed at the

receiver end. The agreement of the actual positions of the peaks

with the predicted positions is fair.
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For the Group III horns, the sound output was greatest for
the 31 cm. opening just as was the case for the 65 cm. horns.
The horn with a 15 cm. opening gave about the same average
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response as was obtained with the 45 cm. opening. The horn
with the 60 cm. opening is quite inefficient compared with these
of the smaller openings.

The data for the 180 cm. horns are plotted in the curves
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shown in Figure 6 in Group IV. The sound output from the
horns with the 60 cm. and 90 cm. openings is small, the latter
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horn giving the smaller output of the two. The horn with the
30 cm. opening gives much larger outputs than do those with the
larger openings. The horn also gives larger outputs than does
the one with the 15 cm. opening.
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There are pronounced resonant peaks for the two smaller
size horns, but not for the horns with the 60 cm. and 90 cm. open-
ings. On the basis of simple, straight pipe theory, the peaks
should be about 80 or 90 cycles apart. This is in agreement with
the separation of the peaks as shown in the curves. If the end is
considered closed the peaks should occur at approximately 45, 135,
225, 315, 405, 495, 585, 675, 765, 855, 945, 1,035, 1,125, 1,215,
1,305, 1,395, 1,485, 1,575, 1,665, 1,755, 1,845, 1,935, etc. The
actual location of the peaks is in quite satisfactory agreement
with positions predicted on the basis of a pipe with one end closed.
In discussing the peaks it is interesting and important, theoreti-
cally, to observe that the peaks for the various horns of constant
length occur at the same frequencies. It is also important to
observe that resonance plays a sufficiently prominent part to
cause as much as 3 -to -1 or 4 -to -1 pressure variation in the out-
put over a very small frequency range; and for the horns with the
smaller openings the variations are sometimes as large as 8 or
10 -to -1. Of course, such horns with sharp resonant peaks, due
to large end reflections, are of perhaps quite limited value as far
as a loud speaker horn is concerned.

We will next consider a comparison for constant opening and
varying length of horn. Taking first the frequencies above 1,800
cycles, the curves for the horns with 15 cm. openings indicate that
there is little preference among the four horns. The sound out-
put is essentially the same for these conical horns having a 1.6 cm.
initial opening and a 15 cm. final opening. The phenomenon of
resonance plays no important, or at least no controlling part,
and all of them have little or no damping effect on the receiver
diaphragm for this frequency range. The output over this region
for these particular horns is almost entirely a property, appar-
ently, of the receiver itself.

Below 1,800 cycles the horn length plays an important part.
The average response from about 400 cycles to 1,800 is about the
same for the four horns with the 15 cm. opening, but the varia-
tion from this average is quite different in the four cases. The
peaks are close together for the 180 cm. horn and far apart for
the 35 cm. horn. The results over this region for the 180 cm.
horn can perhaps be considered the most satisfactory of the four
horns. The 125 cm. and 180 cm. horns are certainly more satis-
factory than the two shorter ones over this low frequency
region. This, of course, should be the case for the longer horns,
simply because, by means of resonance, the low frequencies are
amplified more with these longer horns than with the shorter ones.
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Also, as pointed out in the theory, for a given low frequency,
the longer horn will have a better power factor at the large end
than the shorter one, and for this reason, too, the longer horn
will radiate more sound. The question of radiation and the
effect of the matching of acoustical impedance will be considered
in detail in this connection in the theoretical discussion.

A comparison of the three longest horns with a 30 cm. opening
can be made. Even a casual comparison will exclude the 65 cm.
horn as far as superiority of the average sound output is con-
cerned. The superior performance of the 180 cm. horn is not only
noticeable below 400 cycles, but is also noticeable at all other
frequencies where the fluctuation from the average response, due
to resonance for small frequency ranges (plotted as a function
of the frequency) are relatively small. The cause of this is that
the resonant peaks are close together. A horn of about this same
opening but about 300 cm. long was constructed, and its behavior
is given in Figure 7.
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The curve for this long horn, which had a 38 cm. opening
at the large end and a 1.6 cm. opening at the small end, shows
resonant effects which are not very marked. The peaks are close
together, being about 50 or 60 cycles apart as they should be for
a horn of this length. Since the peaks are close together, there
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cannot be large depressions between the peaks. The range of
response or width of each peak is sufficient to eliminate large fluc-
tuations within small frequencies ranges. At high frequencies the
output from this long horn does not compare favorably with that
from some of the short horns. The output at the very low fre-
quencies is no greater than that of some of the shorter horns
either. As previously pointed out, a long horn cannot be ex-
pected to give a large response at low frequencies if the receiver
unit itself is not designed particularly for low frequencies, even
tho the power factor may be more favorable.

A comparison can be made between the two horns with
45 cm. openings and with lengths 65 and 125 ems. The latter
is the more satisfactory, but neither of them gives a performance
equal to that of either of the 125 cm. or 180 cm. horns with the
30 cm. openings. The effect of resonance, radiation, and acous-
tical impedance on these performances will also be considered in
the theoretical discussion.

There is little to choose between the two longer horns with
the 60 cm. openings. Neither of them is comparable in perform- .
ance with the two longer horns with the 30 cm. openings.

As is to be expected the short horns with the small openings
give unsatisfactory performance. We conclude, therefore, the
optimum opening and length for the sixteen straight conical horns
are 30 cm. and 180 cm., respectively. The practical importance
of this conclusion is at once apparent.
REACTION OF HORN ON DIAPHRAGM

We do not desire to give in this paper an experimental and
theoretical consideration of the reaction of the horn on the re-
ceiver diaphragm, nevertheless, it seems appropriate to give a
set of curves for a typical impedance analysis. For this purpose,
we include impedance tests for the receiver unit alone and for the
unit when attached to the 125 cm. conical horn with a 31 cm.
opening. These results are shown plotted in Group V. The
tests cover the same frequency range as was covered in the tests
previously described. In presenting these curves, perhaps we
should call attention to some of the outstanding points. The
curves of reactance and resistance are given-the impedance
analysis of them are omitted. The curves show that the natural
period of the diaphragm without the horn is about 500 cycles.
When the horn is used the natural period decreases to 440 cycles.
This change can be due either to an increase in the effective mass
or a decrease in the effective elasticity of the diaphragm due to
the horn effect. Perhaps there is no decrease in elasticity at all,
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but most probably an increase. Hence, the decrease in natural
period is due entirely to an increase in the effective mass brought
about by the added inertia due to the air confined in the horn
neck.

We note that the horn peaks at 360 and 520 cycles affect the
reactance and resistance of the receiver unit to an extent equiva-
lent to about one-half the effect produced by the diaphragm res-
onance. That is, near the resonance of the diaphragm, where
its motion is controlled largely by its mechanical resistance, the
reaction of the horn produces reactance and resistance changes
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about half those produced by the diaphragm. The sound energy
radiated, therefore, produces dissipation of energy about equal
to that produced by the mechanical resistance of the diaphragm
itself. Consequently we can study the horn effects by means of
impedance analysis.

Away from the resonant frequency of the diaphragm, the motion
is controlled largely by either the elastic or the inertia force and
the resistance force plays a smaller part than near resonance.
In the same way the horn reaction will be comparatively small
away from the region of the diaphragm resonance. The group
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of curves shown in V brings out this point quite clearly. Never-
theless, the horn resonance has its effect, which is distinctly
noticeable up to about 3,000 cycles. The marked change in the
curves in the region of 2,500 cycles corresponds to the changes in
the mode of vibration of the diaphragm. Perhaps these remarks
are sufficient to illustrate the method of study employed and the
magnitude of the effects brought about by the use of a horn. We
shall hope to have more to say on this phase of the subject, at a
later date.

EXPERIMENTAL CONCLUSIONS

The following experimental conclusions are arrived at based
on the results of the above data.

(1) Resonance of the air column plays a marked effect for all
the horns tested.

(2) The frequencies at which resonant peaks occur are close
to integral multiples of the fundamental frequency of the column.

(3) Most of the curves indicate that the fundamental fre-
quency of a horn closed by a receiver corresponds to a horn length
of one -quarter wave length. Peaks always occurred at the pre-
dicted frequency differences, as is to be expected, even up to high
frequencies.

(4) The horns give considerable amplification for any fre-
quency nearby equal to or greater than the fundamental. That
is, the horns resonate for all frequencies equal to or greater than
the fundamental due to reflections occurring in proper phase rela-
tions along the walls of the horns. The resonating effect is
greatest for the end reflection.

(5) The greater the frequency, the more nearly does the ratio
between the maximum responses and adjacent minima approach
unity. That is, at the higher frequencies, there is little amplifica-
tion due to the horn resonance and it is important to observe
that the horns have little effect on the sound output in this re-
gion provided not too small an orifice and too long a neck are
used at the receiver end.

(6) Desirable results were obtained with those horns having a
30 cm. opening. Among the four horns having this size opening
the best results were obtained with a horn of 180 cm. length.

(7) Low frequencies can be increased first, by resonance, pro-
vided the horn is long enough to bring its fundamental resonant
frequency into this region; second, provided the receiver dia-
phragm will respond to the low frequency currents, and third,
by obtaining a better power factor between pressure and current
with a long horn.
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(8) The horn cannot of itself introduce the sound of the
various frequencies. These must be present in the receiver unit
in order that the horn may produce an appreciable re -enforcement
of them.

(9) A long horn of appropriate shape, orifice, and end opening
promises marked amplification of sound without highly marked
resonant peaks thruout a considerable frequency range.

(10) Horn reaction on receiver diaphragm due to confined air
and to sound radiation is marked, particularly near diaphragm
resonance. For the present, however, conclusions based on impe-
dance analysis are deferred for future publication.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The theoretical basis for the performance of horns of finite
lengths and various shapes has been giiren by Professor A. G.
Webster.' Prof. G. W. Stewart' extended Webster's theory to
include additional results on conical horns. The present writers
present in this paper a further extension of Webster's work to
include the exponential shape for finite lengths. A review of the
straight pipe and cone of unlimited lengths is given, and some
original work on unlimited exponential and parabolic shapes
is included. This is followed by a discussion of horns of finite
lengths.

We are interested in the amount of sound energy that can be
radiated into the space surrounding the horn. If a pipe or horn
is of infinite length so as to avoid any end -reflection, and, if we
assume no reflection along the walls of the horn, it is not difficult
to derive the expressions for the radiant acoustical energy. This
has been done by Lord Rayleigh.' Dr. Slepian and Mr. Hanna'
have given an engineering interpretation to this work and ex-
tended it to cover horns of exponential shapes of infinite length,
that is, those in which no end reflections occur.

1. THEORY OF CONICAL HORN OF UNLIMITED LENGTH

If we follow Rayleigh, the waves may be considered spherical
and originating from a point and progressing outwardly. Their
velocity potential is represented, therefore, by:

= - --
4 r rcos

K (ct - r) (1)

"`Journal of the National Academy Sciences," pages 275-282, 1919.
6 "Physical Review," pages 313-326, 1920
6 Previous citation.
' "Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers"; mid -winter

Convention, Philadelphia, February, 1924.
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where A determines the strength of the source, r is the distance

out and K = 2_" ; i. being the wave length.

If we consider the case of a cone, with the sound source at
the vertex, (1) is replaced by

95= - -A cos K(ct-r) (2)
r

where co is the solid angle of the cone. The sound radiation is
denoted by the work done per second by the sound pressure at
the source forcing a "current" of air out thru the horn. The

dsound pressure is given by -p --,p being the air density. The
dt

total "current" per second is given by co r2
d
dcf).

Using these

relations with (2) we get:
d pA K c

P -dt = r
K(c t-r) (3)

cks

and wr2
d
d-r

=A Icos K(c t -r) -K r sin K (c -r)1 (4)

A comparison of these two equations will show that one com-
ponent of the current is in quadrature with the pressure and the
product of this component and the current, therefore, does not
represent sound radiation or "loading" as used by Dr. Slepian
and Mr. Hanna. The other component of the current is in
phase with the pressure and their product represents power
output in the form of sound radiation. This represents the "load-
ing" as defined and used by the authors to whom we have just
referred.

The phase angle between the pressure and the current is seen
to be lagging and represented in Figure 9. The power factor
is given by the cosine of the phase angle 0. It is:

K r
cosh= (5)V1- F K2r2

Press re

- - - Tote/ Current
FIGURE 9

At frequencies sufficiently high or at values of r sufficiently
large to make K2 r2 large compared to unity, cos 0 becomes unity
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as in the case of the tube. At low frequencies or at small values
or r where K2 r2 can be neglected with respect to 1, cos N = K r. It
does not become zero therefore, until zero frequency is reached.
We also note that when r is small, that is, near the source, cos 6
approaches zero. This does not mean, however, that the radia-
tion approaches zero. On the contrary, it remains finite (see
equation (6) below), because the pressure becomes increasingly
large near the source to compensate for the change in power
factor toward zero. This indicates, then, why it is difficult
to obtain low frequencies with a horn.

The power output along the horn from the source of sound
situated at the vertex of the cone, therefore, is given by the prod-
uct of (3) and (4). The average value of sine -square being 32,
the power output is:

P K2 cA 2P - (6)tai
In the open space, of course, w= 4r. The power output,

therefore, varies directly as the frequency squared and inversely
as the solid angle.

2. THEORY OF CYLINDRICAL TUBE OF UNLIMITED LENGTH

We place the source of sound within the tube of cross sec-
tional area u. The energy is transmitted in both directions con-
tinually (that is, with no reflection) away from the source which
we assume to be the same as that represented in equation (1).
A short distance away from the source the sound waves are
plane and are of the type:

=A cos K(c t - x) (7)
Just as in the case of spherical radiation outward, near the source
where r is small we have:

A4r r2-dd-'fr= cos K(ct-r) (8)

and also just as in the conical case where r is small (see equation 4)

r2
d

dr
= A cos K(c t-r) (9)

So, near the source situated in the pipe we have in the case of the
unlimited pipe 'here all the energy is radiated through the total
area 2 a

20 -dx=A cos K(ct-x)
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which represents the current passing along the pipe.
All three of the cases are similar, the area factor entering in

some way for the sphere, the cone, and the pipe.
Whence,

(10=
2

Aacos K(ct-x)d x

Or

A=
2a K

sin K (c t -x)

Therefore

(n)

(12)

d A c
p = -- cos K(c t - x) (13)

dt 2 el-

and the pressure and current are in phase.
The power radiated in both directions from the source at

x=0 is:
d ( dP =[(
d dt)].4

4)) -p
x -o=

[current X pressure] (14)

This is similar to the relation in mechanics whereby the product
of velocity, force, and time gives the amount of work.

Substituting (10) and (13) into (14) we get:
A2 CP -p4 a (15)

where has been substituted for cost K c t. As pointed out by
Rayleigh, if a rigid barrier is placed in the tube near the source
so that the energy is radiated in one direction only, the total
radiation will be doubled, because by deflection the pressure
itself is double while the total current remains unchanged. In
this case

p A22

o-

cP - (16)

The radiation, therefore, varies inversely as the cross section
and is similar to the cone where we saw it varied inversely as the
solid angle. That is, a in the straight pipe case is analogous to
the solid angle in the case of the cone. In the pipe, however,
the radiation is independent of frequency and the current and
pressure are in phase at all frequencies. Radiation, therefore,
along an infinite pipe, is constant at all frequencies.

3. THEORY OF EXPONENTIAL HORN OF UNLIMITED LENGTH*

In Appendix I we show how Professor Webster derived the
equations for the exponential horn fron his general equations

51 he parabolic horn is an interesting case and is treated in Appendix III.
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for horns of any profile whatever. In this appendix we show
1that, if (/) is the velocity potential, g = -2 V4 K2 - m2, K = 2 7

divided by A, the wave length, m is the exponential coefficient
in the horn equation, area (a) = initial area (0-0) times s", then

In 2.

E, 2 [A cas(nt-g x)-FB cos(nt-Fg x)] (17)

for the waves in both directions along the exponential horn.
It is of considerable interest to note that the general solution for
plane waves of the type

d2 cf. d2 cfr

dt2=Cdx2
18)

along straight tube in both directions as shown by Rayleigh and
others is:

s6= A cos K(ct-x)-1-B cos K(ct+x) (19)

Equations (17) and (19) are similar. K ct = nt, but K x does not

4exactlyequal g x for g =
2

1- V 10-m2. If m2 is negligible, or the

frequency is high, then equations (17) and (19) are identical,
except for the exponential factor in the solution of the exponen-
tial horn. This similarity between the exponential horn and the
straight pipe was pointed out by Webster in his 1919 paper in the
"Proceedings of the National Academy."

The solution of the exponential horn given in equation (17)
is similar to the propagation of a wave motion in both directions
along a string where a friction term is taken into account. This
case is treated in Rayleigh's, "Theory of Sound," Volume I,
page 232. The solution is also similar to the propagation of
electricity in both directions along wires where the exponential
factor in the present solution corresponds to the attenuation
factor in the electrical case. Consequently, the exponential
solution in the case of sound is due to the transverse vibrations
which are not considered in the present approximate treatment.

If we assume that the total current flow into the small end of
the exponential horn is the same, namely: A cos K c t, as in the
case of the straight tube and conical horn as already treated,
then we may write for the total current at any place in the ex-
ponential horn (compare with (8), (9), (10), and (17)):

171 T

2 do
2a. - = A cos(K c t -g x)

d x

corresponding to:
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_mr
m0= A s 2

20-010
g[ sin(K c t-g + 2-gcos(K c t-g x)1 (21)

Since the pressure is given by - pd 4) where p is the air
t

density, we get from (21)

m
x

d°Pei =P A s -2 c g[cos(K ct-g x)- sin(K c 1- g x)] (22)
t 2 g

In passing we desire to point out that these equations cor-
respond to equations (78) and (79), published by Slepian and
Hanna in their recent paper. The power radiation is given by
the product of (20) and (22) and is

p A2 CNIK2
4P- nix

2 a0 K e 2

(23)

in which we have substituted the value of
1

g= 2-N/410- m2

In this product has been substituted for the square of the
cosine and on the average the product of the sine and cosine
terms does not represent power radiation.

A comparison of equations (20) and (22) shows that there is
a leading current as shown in Figure 10 and by equation (24):

COSH=
2 4 2 4n2 (24)

4Mg2

which is identical with equation (82) published by Slepian and
Hanna. It is to be noted that the only characteristic of the
exponential horn which is associated with the phase relation
between velocity and pressure is that which determines the rate
at which the horn opens up. The initial opening does not enter
the phase relation. On the other hand, the initial opening of the
exponential horn enters the pressure and power equation in ex-
actly the same way the solid angle of the cone enters when the
source of sound is situated at the vertex, and in exactly the
same way the cross sectional area of the straight pipe enters
Much care needs to be exercised, therefore, in making com-
parisons and drawing conclusions as to relative merits. Fur-
thermore, our experimental data given in section I shows a
distinct optimum opening and solid angle, and comparisons
should properly be made between best results obtained with each
of the various types. In the last analysis this simple theory does

1 m2 m2 c2
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not check experimental data for the cone and we are quite cer-
tain that it will not check data on exponential horns. The
theory has not gone far enough yet and we should be cautious
about drawing conclusions from it. Nevertheless our theoretical
deductions, therefore, are in agreement. We may emphasize
some of the deductions that are to be drawn from this result.

2

When J1-
4 K2 is zero, the pressure and current are ninety

degrees out of phase and, theoretically, no radiation results.

FIGURE 10

This occurs when m2=4K2 or at a frequency the wave length of

which is: 2= 4-m.
If we take m =0.07 (a value used by Slepian

and Hanna), then . 4
0=180 cm. This corresponds to a fre-

quency of about 185 cycles. At lower frequencies the equations
will not hold, because the power factor and power becomes imag-
inary. We can, however, increase the power output of these
low frequencies by making m smaller. Such a procedure means
that a horn must have a long neck. Also since the initial
opening, should be small to increase the output as shown by
equation (23), a small m means a long neck of smaller diameter.
Such a procedure, if carried to extremes, would reduce the out-
put to a large extent, particularly at high frequencies. As is well
known, frequencies above 500 cycles are far more important for
clearness of reproduction than are those frequencies below 500
cycles. In our effort to secure a greater low frequency output in
this way, we should be cautious in order not to go too far.

We can make a comparison by means of our equations among
the three types of radiators considered thus far. We saw that the
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conical horn did not cease radiating until zero frequency was
reached. At the low frequencies, then, the conical horn should
exceed the exponential one, as far as the simple theory we have
used would cover the facts. In this respect, too, the straight
pipe also should be superior to the exponential shape at these low
frequencies, because it continues to radiate down to zero fre-
quency.

If we refer to equation (23), the sound radiation at the initial
end of the exponential horn is:

-o 2 co K

Since the velocity and pressure along the horn both vary as

p A 2 c\IK2- -4m 2

(25)

_MT
e 2 and the area varies .as c", this equation represents the
total radiation along the horn and is seen to be independent of x.
We may make use of equation (25) then, to study what happens
under various conditions.

At frequencies sufficiently high where K2 is large enough to
m2

make -4 a negligible factor in comparison, equation (25) becomes

A2 c
P.-0=

p
2 (26)

This result is identical with that for the straight pipe as given
by equation (16). Under this condition we may note also that
cos 8 becomes unity (see equation (24)) and the current and pres-
sure are in phase as was shown to be the case for the straight pipe.
Under the same conditions, we saw that the same conclusions
were reached for the conical horn except that the radiation in-
creased as the square of the frequency, whereas with the pipe and
exponential horn the radiation is independent of frequency at
these higher frequencies. As an illustration let us use the same
numerical figures for m (= 0.07) as used above for the exponen-
tial horn. Suppose, further, that o = 1 sq. cm. (perhaps too small
a value for practical purposes, but a value which tends to favor
theoretically the exponential horn) and that to= 0.01 radian.
Such a conical horn would have a cross sectional area of 400 sq.
cm. at a distance of 200 cm. from the vertex. A comparison
of equations (6) and (26) shows that the ratio between the coni-
cal and exponential horns at relatively high frequencies is given
by:

Pc K20-= (27)
Pe ro
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Substitution of the chosen values in this equation will show
that at all frequencies above 500 cycles, approximately, the coni-
cal horn is superior to the exponential horn. It is allowable to
use equation (25) in making this comparison because at 550

cycles m2 is negligible compared with K2. If, therefore, m = 0.07,
zo = 1, (0 = 0.01 and the same source of sound is used on both horns,
the conical would be superior to the exponential not only above
550 cycles, but also below 185 cycles as previously calculated.
Between these two frequency limits the exponential horn will be
superior according to our theory and the amount of superiority
can be calculated from the ratio:

K3 a.

0 K2_-2 (28)

which is obtained from equations (6) and (25). These results
are not in disagreement with those of Slepian and Hanna-they
merely show that by slightly altering conditions, the superiority
or inferiority of one type of horn compared with another can be
greatly changed and the whole complexion of the problem is
altered. We desire to point out these differences so that a better
understanding of the problem will result and thus lead to im-
proved types of horns.

The results and comparison given above apply only to the
case where the source of sound is placed at the vertex of the cone.
Hanna and Slepian's results apply particularly to the case where
the initial and final openings of the cone are equal to those of the
exponential horn. In both these cases our theoretical deductions
are in entire agreement. Since, however, the simple theory does
not take all factors into consideration, and since the cones with
finite openings, other than zero, have optimum angles for maxi-
mum output, it seems that exponential data will. throw much
additional light on the subject.

For this purpose, therefore, two straight conical and exponen-
tial horns were constructed of heavy gauge galvanized iron so
that the walls would not vibrate. The initial and final areas
and the horn lengths were the same, the latter being about 120 cm.
An ordinary standard loud speaker unit was used for the middle
and high frequency ranges. Over the middle register, the ex-
ponential horn was distinctly superior in accordance with pre-
dicted results. Over the high frequency region, the two horns
performed very much alike, which is also in accordance with the
theoretical results of Hanna and Slepian.
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Since superior low frequencies can be obtained from a unit
with a low natural period, one was made with a natural period of
about 300 cycles to test the horns at these frequencies. In the
region of 80 to 200 cycles, the sound output from the conical horn
was many times that from the exponential horn. The cut-off
frequency of the exponential horn was calculated to be 135
cycles. With this same low frequency unit, the exponential horn
became superior at about 200 cycles. These results, then, are in
quite satisfactory qualitative agreement with the theoretical results
which have been published by Hanna and Slepian and ourselves.

As stated in the beginning of this section, the above results
include a review of existing literature, and some of our own re-
sult's on horns of infinite lengths. We now proceed to consider
some problems of horns of finite lengths.

4. THEORY OF EXPONENTIAL HORNS OF FINITE LENGTH

The above discussion and the work which Dr. Slepian and
Mr. Hanna have presented apply to horns of and tubes of infinite
length. In these cases the sound energy indicated can be readily
calculated provided certain simplifying assumptions are made.
We have given these calculations for the straight tube, the
straight cone, and for the exponential horn. The equations for
the air -current, pressure, phase displacement, and energy radiated
from the straight pipes and cones of infinite length are in accord-
ance with the published work of Lord Rayleigh. To this mate-
rial there has been added the case of the infinite exponential horn
as a result of Webster's work and the extensions discussed above.

However, since we are called upon in practice to deal with
horns and tubes of finite length, the extension of the theory for
horns of unlimited lengths needs to be carried out to cover the
cases of practical importance. As has been pointed out above,
the foundation for this extension was laid by Professor A. G.
Webster and published in general form with an application in
condensed form to the special case of the straight pipe, the cone,
the exponential horn, and the hyperbolic horn. These results
were published in the "Proceedings for the National Academy
of Sciences," pages 275-282, 1919. Professor G. W. Stewart'
extended somewhat Webster's theory for the cone of limited
length to include spherical waves and secured an equation which
gave the ratio between the pressures at the vertex of the cone
and those just outside the large opening of the horn in terms of
its length and the pitch of the sound.

8 Previous citation.
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We have extended Webster's theory for the exponential horn
of finite length and have secured among others an equation for
such a horn giving the same pressure ratio in terms of length,
rate of opening up, and frequency as obtained by Professor
Stewart for the conical horn. Since the ear is a pressure -respond-
ing device and not a power -responding device, the results in pres-
sure changes are perhaps the more useful of the two possibilities.
The following presentation of the theoretical results obtained
and a comparison of the exponential and the conical horns will be
of interest.

For this purpose we start with Webster's equations on page
282 of his article. These equations correspond to equation ,(11)
(or the more general equation (13) with the time factor) in Ap-
pendix I. The time factor may be omitted for our purpose for
the present. If we correct Webster's equation for typographical
errors and use the quantities which we have already defined, then
the pressure equation at the two ends and at any intermediate
place may be written as follows:

and

MT,

= e 2 [A cos g xi+ B sin g xi]
1. To

P2 = C 2 [A cos g x2+ B sin g x2]

P=E- ZT [Acosgx +Bsingx]

1

(29)

These equations, when combined with the time factor, include
propagation in both directions. As shown in Appendix I, A =A1
+B1 and B= (A1- B1) i where Ai and B1 represent the maximum
pressures in the direct and reflected wave, respectively. The
method of analysis in working with these exponential equations
is the same as that used by Webster in his work on conical horns.
Since our results on exponential horns have not been published
and since they are of considerable interest, we believe it is of
value to present a summary of them at this time. As shown in
Appendix II, we start with the above equations and derive
equations for pressures, displacements, impedances, the co-
efficients A and B, Al and B1, etc. These equations are given
here rather in summary form. They are worked out in detail
in the Appendix II.

Professor Webster defined acoustic impedance by:

Z = - (30)

xrather than by P divided by wi according to the electrical
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analogy. X corresponds to the total displacement of fluid. For
the general case Webster had for the acoustic impedance of the
two ends of a horn:

=
Z2d-b

and Z2- Z.! a+b
(31)- Z2 c+a Z! c+d

We make use of equations (29) to determine the constants
a, b, c, and d for the exponential horn and thus arrive at the ex-
pression for the acoustic impedances at the two ends of the horn.
The proper adjustment of the impedances, according to Webster's
viewpoint, at the two ends of the horn determine its efficiency in
performing its functions of helping the radiation of sound from
vibrating body, such as a diaphragm.

The mathematical work involved in determining the value of
the constants a, b, c, and d is given in Appendix II. If the values
given there are substituted in equations (31) we arrive at the
following values for the acoustic impedances of the ends:

Z2- (C08 g L --msin g L)-13 Ksin g L
Zi- 2 g crt (32)

Z2K(72 sin g L+cos g L+ -m sin g L
9 13 2g

Z,1 cosg L+
2-g

sin g L)+ - sing L
(rig
13K

Z2 -

-Z1 -2 sin g L+a2(cosg L- 71-1-' sin g L)
Ka

2 g

All the quantities have been defined in the previous work.
These equations are similar to those for the impedance of conical
horns given by Professor Webster. A discussion of these equa-
tions and a comparison of them with the equations for the coni-
cal horns is deferred until the additional equations are derived.

If X, and X2 represent the total air displacement at the small
and large end of the horn, respectively, then, as shown by Web-
ster:

(33)

P2= a P1 -1-b XI and X2=cP1-1-d XI (34)

If we substitute the values for a, b, c, and d determined in
Appendix II in these equations and place X, =0 and X2 = L, then
the pressure at the large end is given by*:

*In this and the following equations we may place
mL _m L

s 2= NICT and s 2 =--
4T1

if we so desire.
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mL mL
2 0 2

P2= e cos g
2 gsin g LiPI -K XI singL

g
(35)

And the displacement at the large end is given by:
mL mL_

Pt 2E 2

X2
2singL+-e

(36)=

[cos g L - sin g LJ
2 g

A discussion of these two equations is deferred also until
additional relations are obtained for the exponential horn.

In Appendix II there has been derived the following equation
which shows the relation between the pressure, P1, at the small
end of the exponential horn and the pressure, P3, just outside
the large end of the horn:

m

P:4 2
0-2 KZ.

cos g -2gsin g L+0-- sin g L

In this equation L is the axial length of the exponential horn,
0'2 is the area of the large opening, Z. is the acoustic impedance of
the opening treated as a fictitious cylinder of definite length and
an opening equal to the diameter of the large end. The equation
for Z. is derived in the Appendiz II, equation (19). /3 = P CK2 where
p is the air density, C is the velocity of sound and K = 27: divided

by the wave length. g is defined by -1 V4 K2-m2. m is defined
2

by the exponential area, a, thus, a = E". Our treatment
of the opening is the same as developed by Rayleigh. Both
Webster and Stewart used the same scheme in their theoretical
work on horns.

To study the direct and reflected waves separately and in
combination we make use of the equations for A and B, and A,
and B1 derived in Appendix II. The following equations are
derived for these four constants:

and

131-

. z,
PI s 2eos g L - P2

A = -Pi and B - mL

E 2 singL
mh

A1=1- _ pi+ Pi 1 e 2 COS g L - P2 i
2 _mL

E 2 singL
_m z,

1( PI z e 2 cos g L - P2 i
2 mL

E 2 singL
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In our study with the direct and reflected waves we are to
work with Al and B1 and not with A and B. The two former
quantities represent the maximum pressures in the direct and
reflected pressure waves of the type A

_mL mL
Alf 2 COS (nt- g z) and B1s 2 cos(nt+gx)

respectively. These equations hold only for the case where
x = 0 and x2 = L, that is, the zero of the abscissas begin at x = 0.

Since the pressure, P1 equals Pat s where s is the compression

(which is equal to d-9), we can make use of the pressure
d x

equa-

tions (29) as shown in Appendix II, to obtain the following
expression for the total air displacement X, at any point in the
horn:

mx

X = - g5- 2 [A (Sinsing x+ 11± cos g x)-pc2 K2 2 g

B(sin g x- -rn cos g x)]
2 g

We are now in a position to make a comprehensive study of
the exponential horn of finite length and compare the perform-
ance of this horn with that of the conical horn.

(39)

DISCUSSION OF THEORY OF EXPONENTIAL HORN OF FINITE
LENGTH AND COMPARISON TO A SIMILAR CONICAL HORN
AND STRAIGHT PIPE.

First, let us collect the equations we have derived for the
exponential horn. We consider X = 0 and X2 = L for this summary.

Acoustic impedances:
Small end:

Z2 C±.- cos g L- sing L - 13-k sin g L
cr, 2 g crig

Z2
sr2K

sing L + cos g L+ -sin g L
g 2 g

and for the large end:

(32)

Zi(cos g L+ -"±sin g L)-Fg k sin g L
Z2- 2 g crig

(33)
2-ZiKer 2 sin g L + cr- (cos g L- -msing L)

g 1E1 CII 2g

Pressure and displacement at the large end in terms of cor-
responding quantities at small end:
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and

P2 = s
m2L[+PI (cos g L -2 gsing L)+Kg X, sin g Ll (35)

g

L

X2 =s 2 -2,, IK sin g L+ Cr2 Xi(cos g L - -m sing 14)] (36)
Pg 2 g

Pressure at small end in terms of pressure just outside large end:
m L

pa E 2
PI =

(37)0-2 .cosg L+Tg.sing L+Kg singL

For the pressure as a function of x we had:
x_

P = s 2 (A cos g x+ B sin g x)

where, as shown in Appendix II,

(29)

L

P, E 2 cos g L - P2A = -P, and B -
In L

e 2 sing L
L

A1=1 PI i E 2 cos g L-2Pi
2

_p,+( m L (38)
e 2 singL

for the direct waves and for the reflected waves:
m L

B1= 1 P, Pli E 2 cos g L - P2i
2 m L

e 2 singL
Finally the displacement as a function of x is shown by equation
(5') in Appendix II:

p C2 K2 [ 2 g
X = - in22. A sin g x+ cos g x +

B(sing x- /n cos g
2 g

The general equations (32) and (33) for the impedances may
be considered from the practical importance of loud speakers.
For this case the small end of the horn is closed. No energy,
therefore, will be transmitted beyond the diaphragm closing the
horn. A good method to employ in order to demonstrate that the
receiver and the end of the horn is closed is to excite a long horn
with a low frequency current thru the unit. The sound output
will be quite marked if the frequency corresponds to one of the
natural frequencies of the horn. If a small hole or crack is intro-
duced at the connection between the horn and the receiver case,
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the low frequency sound output practically vanishes. The horn
is now acting like one with both ends opened. It is astonishing
to find that so small an opening will cause so marked an effect.
The practical importance of exercising care in this direction is
apparent.

We may follow Webster and Stewart, therefore, by placing
the impedance, Z1, at the small end of the horn equal to infinity.
The impedance at the large end, then, can be written from equa-
tion (33) as follows:

cos g -sing L
2 g

Z2
K s ngL
fl

1Put g = 21/4 K2 --m2 and R=pc2 K. We get, then,

(40)

c2 2
Z2=

p-- L
K2-M2C0t v 4 K2-m2-1-m (41)

2 cr

We observe that the impedance of the large end varies in-
versely as its area. Since the acoustic impedance of the large
end should be as small as possible in order to have a minimum
reflection loss, it is necessary to have a large final opening. The
above equation is a general one to cover the whole frequency
range. We may simplify it if we desire to study special cases.
For example, if we consider m2 small in comparison with 4 K2 as
it will be for frequencies above about 1,000 cycles for practical
values of m, then we may

p C2

write equation (41) as follows:

Z2 = - [2 K cot K L±m1 (42)
high freq. U2

72When K L= where n2 =2, 4, 6, etc., we have cot KL= 03 ;

nirand when K L= -2 where n1=1, 3, 5, 7, etc., we have cot K L=0.

The former case corresponds to high frequency anti -resonance
where Z2 is very large. The latter corresponds to:

p2C2 MZ2- (43)
o-2

which corresponds to high frequency resonance where Z2 has its
smallest value. The smallest value, then, is limited by the
value of m and that of the final area. There is, then, even at
these high frequencies a wide variation in the acoustic impe-
dance of the exponential horn.
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The special case where V4 K2-m2 approaches zero, which
2

occurs at some definite low frequency, is of interest.
2

cot 2 V4 K2- m2 can be replaced by SubstituteL V4 K2-m2.
this in (41) and we get:

2
p C2 1-2 +m]

(44)
cr2

Consequently, at these low frequencies near the critical frequency
the acoustical impedance is a constant finite value and is deter-
mined by the final opening, length, and exponential coefficient, m.
of the horn.

A comparison between the impedances for a straight pipe,
the exponential, and the conical horns is of interest. Webster'
showed that the impedance for a straight pipe is

ZicosK1-1--sinK1
a -Z2 - (45)

-Zi sin K 1+ - cos K 1

If Z1 is infinity, as in the case of the pipe closed at the end, then,
when 0 is replaced by p C2 K

Z2 -
K

cot K1 (46)

This is the same as equation (42), provided m is zero and a =
When m is zero, the exponential horn reduces to a straight pipe
and the reduction of equation (42) for the exponential horn to
the form for a pipe as given by Webster, speaks for the correct-
ness of our equations. Z2 for both the pipe and the exponential
with a small m varies between wide limits corresponding to re-
sonance and anti -resonance. In both types of apparatus, at the
anti -resonance frequencies, the value of Z2 becomes larger with
increasing frequencies because of the factor K. This would tend
to decrease the sound radiation more and more the higher the
frequency.

A comparison of the acoustic impedance of the large end of
the conical horn can be made with that for the exponential horn
also. The acoustic impedance for the large end of the conical
horn when the opposite end is closed by a receiver diaphragm is:I0

Z2 -
p C2 K r sin K (L-1-6.1) sin K E21

02 sin K (L+ - es)
g Previous citation 4.

"Previous citation 4.
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This equation is derived from the first equation for Z2 on page
280 of Webster's article by placing Z1= co . In this equation
El and e2 are defined by tan K 1= k x1 and tan K 2= K x2. If xi =0
then x2 = L, the length of the horn. Also, if xi = 0, then tan Kei =0,
and therefore el =O. When x2= L, tanK 2= KL or K 2= tan-' KL.
Using these relations, (47) reduces to:

Z2-
p CI Kr sinKLsin (tan-1KL)1 (48)

Q2 Lsin(K LI-tan-1KL)I
The corresponding equation for the exponential horn is given

by equation (41). The final opening of the two horns enter the
equations the same way. The impedance of the conical horn
and the straight pipe increases directly with the frequency; that
of the exponential varies in practically the same way. Hence,
at high frequencies the reflection losses will be large, due to too
high an acoustic impedance for the three types of devices con-
sidered here,-each performing in essentially the same manner.
Because of this, the horns are more efficient the lower the fre-
quency.

We shall next consider equation (37). It may be written:
m L

1
P3= P is 2 COS -2 4 K2 - M2 L-1-

K2
v,4 -m'sin 2

V4 K2-m2L
2 a2 KZ.

$ K2-m2
1

sin -2- K2- m2 L (49)

The impedance, Z., of the large end treated as a tube of finite
length radiating into the outside space as given by equation (19)
in Appendix II is:

K iz = C2 K2 H2Cn (50)

In this equation Ca is the acoustic conductance of the opening as
treated and defined in connection with the development of this
equation in Appendix II. i is the square root of (minus one), and
merely means that the vector sum of the two terms of equation
(50) should be taken. The absolute value of Z. would need to
be used in equation (49). To use this equation we would need
to know the value of Co, the acoustic conductance of the open
end treated in the manner stated. If R is the radius of the open
end, then Rayleigh on page 181, volume 2, "Theory of Sound,"
gives

C =
r R2.

.
R
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Experimental data (Rayleigh, page 202) indicated that
7r R

C°
= 0.6

which we can use in equation (50) to determine Z..
At the higher frequencies, m2 can be neglected compared with

4K2. If m2 = 0.005, then when 4K2 = 0.05 or K = 0.11, correspond-
ing to about 600 cycles. Equation (49) can be written:

mL

P3=Pie- [COSKL-4.----M +1CO2 K - 1 sin K L (51)
high freq. 9 K 2 ir Co

To get this equation from (49) we made the following sub-
stitution

2 Ka2Zo (Ki 11
18 V4 m 2 - 2 \ 2z - Col

which is legitimate for the high frequencies which we are con-

sidering. In a typical example of practical value, -- will be
Co

negligible compared with
2-7r,

o2 will be perhaps 2,000 sq. cm.,

in which case will be negligible compared with .72 K2
2 K 7,7

Introducing these restrictions in (51) we get:
_mL

'72.10P3 = 2 [cos K L+- sin K Li (52)
7r

The coefficient of the second term is large compared with that of
the cosine term and the pressure just outside the horn shows large
increase over that at the small end due to the phenomenon of
resonance. The minimum value of P3 will be determined by
cos K L, and will occur at frequencies corresponding to 2, 4, 6,
etc., times the fundamental and the maximum value of P3 will
occur at frequencies 1, 3, 5, 7, etc., times the fundamental. In
this respect the pressure outside the large end of the exponential
horn follows the changes in acoustic impedance of the large end
but in the reverse direction. That is, increased pressure occurs
with decrease acoustic impedance and vice versa.

At the lower frequencies we must use the more general rela-
tion given in equation (49). This equation shows the same
resonant and anti -resonant frequencies as did the restricted equa-
tions (51) and (52). In the latter case, however, there was a
harmonic relation of the resonant frequencies. In the former
case, however, the maxima and minima of the sine and cosine
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1 n 7r
terms occur when

2
V4 K2 -m2 L = -2 , where n is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,

4 rr L
etc. This relation gives ).= vn2 n.2±m2 L2 for the maxima and

minima of the sine and cosine terms of equation (49).
The special case of n = 0, that is, V4 K2 -m2 = 0 is of interest

and has been discussed in connection with the impedance of the
open end. We also encountered this case for the exponential horn
of infinite length where the phase angle between the current and

pressure became ; and the power radiation became zero. In the

case of the pressures under discussion here, when V4 K2 - ml ap-

proaches and finally becomes zero, all the terms in (49) remain
finite and the pressures are therefore finite. When, however,
1/4 K2- m2 becomes imaginary, as it does at low frequencies,
then equation (49) becomes

nt L

P3= PI 2 [cosh
2

VM2- 4 K2L V- 2m4 K28 inh
1

ni2- 4 K2 L+ _-
4 K'sin" v m2-4 K2 L1

2a2Z0K

To arrive at this relation we substituted sin i x = i sinh x,
cos ix= cosh x and V4 K2- m2 = -Vm2-4 K2. We see, therefore,
that the pressure, P3 remains finite at these low frequencies, but va-
ries continuously. That is, there are no resonant effects for frequen-
cies below the critical frequencies. At the very low frequencies
4 K2 can be neglected compared with in2. In this case for a mod-
erately long exponential horn with an m equal to about 0.07 the
hyperbolic sines and cosines are practically equal. The coeffi-
cient of the second term reduces to unity, in which case the
first two terms combine, but their coefficient is negligible com-
pared with that of the third term. This leaves:

m 2 mt

P3= Pt
- 2 J2 K21 )

sinh
2

27:-

where, for
K Z.

/ nt2- 4 K2

we are permitted for this case to substitute
K2 (K i 1

2 7: - Co
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This same equation (54) also is sufficiently accurate at the
critical frequency because the first two terms are small in com-
parison with the third one. Consequently the variation in P3
with frequency at these low values of frequency is determined
by the change introduced because of K in equation (54). The
lowest limit of P3 is obtained when K is placed equal to zero,
when the pressure P3 becomes equal to zero.

As stated earlier in the paper, we are interested mainly in
pressure changes because the ear itself responds to pressure
changes in the air and also because we are able to make experi-
mental tests on such pressure changes. For these reasons in the
discussion of our theoretical work we have given much space to
studying these effects. Furthermore, the amount of sound energy
radiated into the surrounding space is directly associated with
the acoustic impedances of the large end of the horn. It is for
this reason that much consideration has been given to a study
of acoustic impedances.

It is of interest to compare Professor Stewart's pressure equa-
tion for the conical horn with our equation for the exponential
horn. He had (equation 2, page 322, "Physical Review," 1920) :

= P3

s.nKr -1-cr2sinK(r - s) K ir (55)
Kr rsinKE 2 Co)C

where tan E= K r, r being the length of the horn. The other
quantities involved in this equation are the same as used by us
to derive equation (37). Reference may be made to equation
(19) in Appendix II to see that we use the same expression for
Z. as used by Professor Stewart. Equation (55) shows the same
type of resonant phenomenon as does our equation (37). In the
conical horn equation, however, there is no "critical" frequency
as found for the exponential case; neither is there an exponential
factor as obtained in the exponential pressure equation. At very
low frequencies (much below the fundamental of the horn)
equation (55) can be replaced by:

(3-2(rr

E

- e) K i 1 VI
(56)\27r Col _I

which corresponds to equation (54).
But, for these small values of K r, Ks = tan -1 Kr can be replaced

by K s=Kr or e=r. Whence at all the very low frequency region
where this condition is satisfied, equation (56) states that P3 = PI
and is independent of the horn. This is not the case for the ex-
ponential horn as shown above where P3 = 0 at zero frequency.
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At the high frequencies where Kr is large (say for all frequen-
cies above 1,000 cycles), where r is about 200 cm., equation (55)

can be modified. The term -s-i-1-1K-1-!. can be neglected. Since Kr

is large, tan K e is large, and, therefore, Kr can be placed equal

to 2. In this case sin K e is essentially unity. Also, since K c= -
2

it means that E is about 7 or 8 at 1,000 cycles and becomes less
with increasing frequencies. Consequently, if r is 200 cm.
(r-e) can be placed equal to r. With these simplifications equa-
tion (55) can be written

P3 (72 sin Kr K i 1

P, r 2 r. CO

The higher the frequency, the more accurate this equation be-
comes, finally taking on the form,

P3 o -2K sinKr
(o8)

2 r

1because of the relative smallness of
C-

at these high frequencies.
o

Consequently, the resonant frequencies are harmonic and con-
tinue up to these higher frequencies. The performance, then, of
the exponential and conical horns are quite similar at these high
frequencies. A comparison of equation (52) with (58) shows both
the similarities and differences at these high frequencies between
the two types of horns.

A word as to the reflection effects and to the energy in the
direct and reflected waves will also be of interest. A detail re-
port of these effects is reserved for a future publication. For the
present, however, we may call attention to the equations for the
coefficient of the direct and reflected waves given in (38). From
these equations the ratio of the pressure coefficients for the re-
flected and direct waves is:

_mL
B, Pis 2 [sin g L+i cos g L]- Pzi
A,

PO: 2 [sin g L -i cos g P2i

But the absolute value of
sin g L+i cos g L = sin' g L+cos2 g L =1

and the absolute value of
sin g L-i cos g L = sin2 g L+cos2 g L=1

so that:
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m L

B1 Pi e 2 - P2 i
A 1

-
m L

1 e 2 +P21
(60)

If equation (35) is substituted for P2 in terms of P1 it will be pos-
sible to make a comparative study of the ratio of reflected to
direct pressures. Other equations may be developed, but these
are sufficient to indicate the direction the investigation takes.

A study of energy radiations at the large end can be
made by means of equations (35 and (36). To do this, it
is first necessary to secure the total "current" from the total

d X2displacement X2. This is done merely by using the
d t

In-

stead of X2. It is necessary first to put in the time factor in both
equations (35) and (36) corresponding to equation (13) in Appen-
dix I. The results of this study, however, will be presented with
experimental data in a future publication to which we have just
referred.

APPENDIX I

WEBSTER'S DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR EXPONENTIAL HORNS

The general equation for wave motion in three directions is
given by the familiar equation:

= C2 v2 =
dy2

d
4_ r

2 d2 d2

dx2 d z2

dd

C2

cP

4 is the velocity potential for sound waves. For plane waves
we use

(1)

To derive his general
fessor Webster introduced
a function of x.

or

d2

equations

Introducing

d2

(2)

various shapes, Pro-
section, 0-, varying as

(3)

(4)

dt2

a variable

c211

_c2d2
d x2

for horns of
cross

a in (2) we get:

d 4)\1
0-dx dx/j

1 dadckl
dt2

dx2 dx dx]
whence d2,4,

d 12

o-) d
(5)

±d(log
dx2 dx dx

For the exponential horn :

cr = (6)
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so that
-x.4 (log 0-)=m

Introduce this in (5) and we get:

d20 _o[d2OLL
rndx

d 01
(8)de - Ldx2 j

For potentials of the harmonic type, such as ch CC en we have
d2ck

= -n24). With this change equation (8) becomes

d2.4) d 4) w 4.

dx2 mm dx -.21---

(where K2 = -7-2 = .1.2 )2 where A equals the wave length.
C 2 A

To solve this equation we assume the 0 is proportional to
rax and substitute in (9). We get two roots-determined by
02+ m a+ K2 = 0-for a; namely

ai = - m + i nt iV4 K2- m2 and a2= - - .V4 K2 - M2.
2 2 2 2

For propagation in both directions, therefore, the solution
of (9) is:

dt2

41,=
Eax +Biea2x

or, in trigonometric form:
M

= e 2 [A cos g x+ B sin g

(7)

(9)

(10)

(n)

where A= Al+BI, B=(211-BI)i and g = -1 V4 K2

We should observe that A1 and B1 take care of the direct and re-
flected waves, respectively, but A and B do not. However, we
may introduce the time factor in (10) and thus obtain the general
solution of equation (8). Thus

mx
41= 2 [Aisio. +B, i-igr]sini (12)

Remembering that:
cos a x+i sin a x= s`ax and cos a x sin a x=

W ' get for (12) where only the real portion is retained:
mx

= e 2 [AI COS(n t -g x)+ B, cos(n t+g x): (13)

The equation (11) was published by Webster in his article
referred to. It is only a step to equation (13). The first factor
takes care of the wave motion in the outward direction, while
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the second term represents the reflected wave. A comparison
of A1 and B1, therefore, enables us to study the reflected and
direct wave. When, therefore, we considered the propagation
in one direction we studied a special case of Professor Webster's
more general equations. This, of course, is what we (and Slepian
and Hanna, independently) have done in section 2 of the paper.

APPENDIX II

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPONENTIAL HORN BASED ON WEBSTER'S
GENERAL METHOD

The equations given in Appendix I are entirely due to Webster.
The equations giuen in this section, altho based on Webster's meth-
od of analysis, are new and of considerable importance in the study
of horns. For this reason we believe it is worth while to present
here a summary of this work.

If P, Pi, and P2 are the sound pressures at any point along
the horn, at the initial end and at the final or large end, then
according to equation (11) of Appendix I, we may write:

P = A u+B v, Pi= A ul-EB and P2 = A u2 -1-b v2 (1)

where u (g x) and v (g x) are independent solutions of equation
dq(9) in Appendix I. The pressure, P, is equal to -P C2 where

q is the displacement of air, p the density and C the velocity of
sound. We can make use of this relation to determine equations
for q. A comparison of (1) with equation (11) shows that

mx m x

u = e 2 cos g x and v= S 2 sing x

If we write, therefore,
d q mr --mx

p= -pC2d-x= A e 2 cos g x+B e 2 sing x

we obtain

whence

(2)

(3)

_1117 nix

-p C2 q= Af e 2 cos g xd x+Bfe 2 sing xd x (4)

P C2 q= - --s 2 [sing x+ - g x
K2 2 gc"
A g

7

-Bg 2 sing x-m cosgx
K2 2g

Parenthetically, we may include the total displacement
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X tr = q g) by means of the following equation obtained by multi-
plying the two sides of (5)

g

by
mx

2

a and dividing by p C2. Thus,

X - A (sin g x+ -2 g x)C2 K2e gcos (5')
+B (sin g x- -m cos g x)]

2 g

On the other hand if we differentiate (2) with respect to (g x),
(not x) we find that equation (5) can be written:

q= A ul+B vi
and therefore /3 g1= A 1111+ B v,' and /3 g2 = A u2' + B r2'}

(6)

where 13=pC2 K. Equations given in (1), (2) , and (6) are
used in developing the results which are to follow.

For convenience of manipulation the following determinants
are defined and used:

D1= 1, D2= 114
' 2'

2 V2
'

D3= 141 V1
w21 th1U2 V (7)

142V2
01 VI V111

D4= I , D5= I , A= I
ILO

41, ,
U2 V2

01v21

With these definitions, the following four constants are
defined:

D4 , /3 D5 az D6 , 0'2 D3a = - 0= - - c = - - - a = - (8)
Di' a, D1' 13 Di' ii A

where al represents the small opening and 52 the large one of the
exponential horn defined by a = al en'. Using the equations
given by (2) we find from (7) that:

f P2 = -K
-mx, -mx,

D1= K
± e 9

e

D3= = .. E
--(x2+21) [cos g (x2- xi ) - - si n g

t
2- xi)v

D4= -Ks 2 cos g (x2 - xi) ± - sin g (x2 -x1)1g - (.2+x,) m
2 g

2 ;x2+x,)
D5= e 2 sin g (x2 -x1), D6= e

-112 (x2+xusin g (x2- xi)

Substitute these in (8) and we find:
- m (x2-..) \ m

a = e 2 cos g (x2- xi) ± - sin g (x2- xi)
2 g

-2 14(x2 -21-21)

sin g (x2 - xi)
gel

Ker2 - (x2 -xi)C = -
gR

E 2 sin g (x2- xi)
m

cr2 - (x2- xi) Md= -e 2 cos g ( x2- xi) - - sin g (x2-7 xi)
2 g
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In the general case Professor Webster showed that the
acoustic impedances of the two ends are given by:

Z2 d -bZi=
- Z2 c -Fa

for the small end

Zia+band
42= for the large end

Z,

He derived the expressions for Z1 and Z2 for the conical horns.
If we substitute our values of a, b, c, d, in equation (11) we arrive
at the corresponding equations for the exponential horns. If
we place x2-x, L, the length of the horn, then we get for the
impedances:

nZ2-(cosg L -
si

- g L) - OK-sin
g L

Zi- 2 g r ig
Ks,Z2-m

g K

sin g L +cos g L -F
2 gsing

L
g (12)

z,(cos g L+ 2-gsin g L) + - sin g L
a, g

Ka
2L -F - (cos g L - L

gfl cs, 2 g

We now extend the analysis to secure a relation between the
pressure, P1, at the small end of the horn and that, P3, just out-
side the large end. This analysis is similar to one used by Pro-
fessor Stewart for the conical horn and published by him in the
"Physical Review" for 1920, pages 313-326.

As the air passes from the end, X2, to the surrounding space, it
does so by effectively passing thru a short fictitious tube the length
of which is A L, known as the end correction, and the diameter
of which is that of the large end of the horn. At the initial end
of this tube the pressure is P2, and that at the other end is P3.
There is thus a change in pressure, P2 P3, thru the length of this
fictitious tube. If we call Z. the acoustic impedance of this
"tube," then by definition

X.2 Zo = P2 - P3 = X2 Z2 - P3

Z2 -

(13)

where X2 is the total displacement (0-2 q2) in the "tube," being
the same as that at the end of the horn. From (13) we get

X.2 =
Z2 - Zo

or
P2 =

P3 Z2

Z2 - Zo
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which is a general relation for all horns. In Webster's paper he
showed that for the general case:

P2=a Pid-b X, (16)

which we apply to the exponential horn by using the values de-
termined above for the exponental case. From (15) and (16) we

eliminate P2, place X1 =
Z-

and substitute the second equation
1

of (11). This gives
P3

= (17)a - cZ.
corresponding to one of Professor Stewart's equations. We sub-
stitute the values of a and c given in (10) and arrive at the fol-
lowing equation for the exponential horn; (in this equation we
have placed x1= 0 and x2 = L):

ml.

P:. 2-
771 (18)

cos g 2gsing L-i-o-2KZ°
g

sin L

Professor Stewart derived a similar equation for the conical
horn which, in connection with our equation, is discussed in the
paper. All the quantities involved in this equation have been
defined. The equation cannot be made use of, however, until
we can calculate Z..

This has been done by Lord Rayleigh in his second volume
of "Theory of Sound." He showed that if air is passing thru a
short tube the acoustic conductivity of which is C., the inertia

of the air gives an apparent mass factor of -C- He also showedo
that if air escapes (that is, sound is radiated) from a circular
opening into the outide space, the energy radiated gives a dissi-

2

pational pressure coefficient of
C

r where n is 27: times the fre-

quency, p is the air density, and C is the velocity of sound. The
acoustic impedance, therefore, in the sense we are using the term,
of such a tube radiating sound energy into the surrounding space
is:

p n3 p n3 /K. 1 \
C. 27:C k2r C./

where K=
C
-n

This reason for this equation will be clear if we consider the
mechanical case for vibratory displacement, corresponding to
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acoustic displacement. In mechanics we have the familiar
equation

d2
m

dt
+rd -Fs =f (20)

2 dt
If f=F eint and =doe`"`, then

F (21)s-mn2-Firn
The denominator of this equation represents the mechanical

impedance and if s is zero, this impedance is given by:
Z, = -mn2-1-irn (22)

In the acoustic analogy, m is replaced with ---- and the re-

sistance coefficient, r, is replaced with
2 r C

In the acoustic

definition the pressure is equal to the product of the air displace-

ment and the acoustic impedance. Hence, Co is the pressure

n2Pper unit acceleration and -- - is the pressure per unit velocity.
2 n C

Further reference to this work may be made to Rayleigh, "Theory
of Sound," volume II, pages 193-194, equation 3 (where X is
unity) and page 172, equation 1. Equation (19), then, can be
used to determine Zo which occurs in equation (18).

To study the direct and reflected waves we use equation (1)
from which we get:

P, v, P, ut
P2 V2 P2 U2A= and B= (23)

r1/11

V2 U2 V2 U2

Whence, if xl = 0 and xo = L, and if we substitute equations (2)
in (23), we get:

A=-P, and B=-Plc 2 cos g L -P2
mL_ -
2 sing L

(24)

In Appendix I we saw that:

A=A, -1-B, and B= (25)

where A1 is the maximum velocity potential of the direct wave
and B1 the maximum of the reflected wave. In a similar manner
we can apply this relation to the maximum pressures produced
by the direct and reflected waves in the pressure equation
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mL

P = Ai e 2L cos (nt-g x)+ B1 e 2 cos (nt+g (26)

which is obtained in the same manner as equation (13) in Ap-
pendix I.

From equation (25) we get
A i-B (27)

Al- A i+ B
If we substitute the results of equation (24) in (27), we get,

after reduction:
mL _mL

Bt -iP, e 2 sing LA -Pie 2 cos gLA-P2 (28)
Ai _mL -mL

- iPi 6 2 sing L - Pis 2 cosgL+P2
In this equation the square root of (-1) occurs, so that in

getting absolute values of the ratio of the reflected to the direct
wave it is necessary to take the vector sum of (28). By means
of the above ratio, we can study the reflection effects for the
exponential horn.

From equation (25) we also get:
1 -

A = 12 (A -B i) and B,= (A + B (292 
In these we substitute equation (24) and get:

_ m L

A,-2(
e

Pit E 2 cos g L - P2i
- mL

2 sing L

and (30)
...mL

1 Pie 2 cos g L-P2i
Bi = (-p, m L

2 -
e 2 g L )1

Using the absolute values of these equations we are able
to make a study of the maximum values for the pressures in the
direct and reflected waves separately.

APPENDIX III

The parabolic horn offers an interesting contrast with the
straight pipe, the conical, the exponential, and the hyperbolic
horns. In the case of the parabolic horn the area varies directly
as the distance x from the small end of the horn. The velocity
potential can be written as a function of x and t, according to
Webster.

d24 d log o- d4 d24
dx2+ dx dx = dt2
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Since, in the parabola, a = cri x, then ddx(log 1= -

Substitution in (1) gives for the parabola
d20 1 d if) d2+- - - (2)xdx dt2

This is a familiar equation met with in vibrating diaphragms,
drum heads, and the like, and has been treated in a number of
places.' It is solved by placing 4) = X T, X being a function of x
only and T being a function of t only. Substitute in (2) and we get

2

d t2
+C2 T =0 (3)

and d2 X+1 d X
-K2 X = 0 (4)dx2 xdx

The general solution of the former is
T=AcosKat+BsinKat (5)

Equation (4) is the Bessel equation of zero order and its general
solution is X = C Jo (x)+ D Y .(x) (6)
Consequently the general solution of (2) is

= [C J.(x)+D Y (x)] [A cos Kat+ B sin K at] (7)

The pressure is, -13,--
d
Ft, or

P = -[C J.(x)+B Y (x)][- AKa sin K at+ B Ka cos Kat] (8)
d (f)

and the velocity is
d-x-

or

-V = - [C J (x)+D Y1 (x)] [A cos K at+ B sin K at] (9)
On the average, the energy radiation is proportional to the

product of (8) and (9), which is zero because the pressure and
velocity are always 90° out of phase. The accompanying figure
shows the result diagramatically. Such a case as this is unusually
interesting and is highly suggestive.

It is interesting to observe that equation (8) is identical to
the solution of the general equation for the vibrating drumhead
or diaphragm. There are, therefore, "modes" of vibration in
the infinite parabolic horn corresponding to the roots of the Bessel
functions just as there are modes of vibrations for a vibrating
diaphragm with which we are familiar.

In case we have a parabolic horn of finite length, we can pro-
ceed as in Appendix II and derive a number of interesting results.

'Rayleigh, "'Theory of Sound," volume I, page 318, article 200, equation
(1), where W is independent of 0. Byerly_, "Fourier's Series and Spherical
Harmonics," page 12, article 11. Cray and Matthews, "Treatise on Bessel
Functions," chapter X.
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If we do this, we observe that u = Jo (Kx), Ili= J. (Kx1),
u2= J .(Kx2),v = Y .(Kx), v1= Y .(Kx0 , v2= Y (Kx2), le = -Ji(Kx)`

=-J1(Kxi), u2'= -J1 (Kx2), v'= -Y1 (Kx),
vil = -171(Kx0, and v21= - Yl (Kx2)

With these results we can derive the expression for a, b, c, and d
in equation (8) Appendix II. We can then derive all the equa-
tions for the parabolic horn of finite length. The resulting equa-
tions will all be of the Bessel function types and consequently the
variations with frequency and distance will not be determined
by the roots of the simple sine and cosine functions, but by the
roots of the Bessel functions. The resonant effects, therefore,
will be of a distinct type and unlike the usual ones which occur
for horns of the usual curvature. Since the parabolic type of
horn offers results the practical application of which require
considerable imagination, it is felt that the detailed results need
not be here given.
SUMMARY: (1) Experimental: By means of a vacuum tube oscillator to
operate a loud speaker unit and a calibrated condenser transmitter, resistance -
coupled amplifier, and a thermocouple and galvanometer, tests have been
made at various frequencies to obtain the sound output from straight conical
horns. The horns were made of heavy galvanized sheet iron and include
lengths from 30 cm. to 305 cm. and final openings from 5 cm. to 90 cm. The
results are plotted to show the sound pressure in dynes at the various fre-
quencies up to 4,000 cycles.

Marked resonance was obtained at all the lower frequencies and the effect
was still observable up to 4,000 cycles. The resonant peaks due to the horns
at the lower frequencies are frequently as high as three or four times the re-
sponse at the adjacent anti -resonant frequencies. The ratio approaches unity
for all horns at the higher frequency range and for all the horns with the large
openings there are not large resonant peaks. At the peaks the resonant is
most marked for the horns with small openings, and the "valleys" are not
"filled in." The larger solid angle, however, causes sufficient resonance at
all frequencies above the fundamental to fill in the valleys and to cut off the
sharpness of the peaks. The result is a more uniform sound output. For the
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horns of each length and varying solid angle there is a particular solid angle and
opening which give the optimum sound output. The best results were ob-
tained with the longer horns of not too small or too large an opening.

Impedance analysis indicated marked effects of the horns on the dia-
phragm near the fundamental frequency of the diaphragm.

Dissipation due to sound radiation from the horns near the natural fre-
quency of the diaphragm is about equivalent to the dissipation of the natural
resistance of the diaphragm itself. This is not the case if the horn is not a good
radiator of sound.

(2) Theoretical: Based on the assumption of plane waves, equations for
pressure, velocity, sound radiation, and phase of the unlimited straight pipe
and exponential and parabolic horns are reviewed or developed. The correspond-
ing equations for the straight conical horns with the source at the vertex
are reviewed and a comparison made among them. In the case of the para-
bolic horn the pressure and velocity are always out of phase and no sound
energy is radiated. The velocity and pressure equations of a parabolic horn
have solutions similar to a vibrating membrane and therefore the series of reso-
nant and anti -resonant frequencies is determined by the maxima and minima
of Bessel functions rather than by the maxima and minima of sine or cosine
functions as in the pipe and exponential horn.

The equations for pressure and velocity show these equations to be in
phase at all frequencies for the pipe; and sound radiation along it is independ-
ent of frequency. In the case of the cone with the source at the vertex
and the exponential horn, these quantities are in phase for all the high fre-
quencies and for this frequency region the sound radiation along the cone ex-
ceeds that along the exponential horn. Over the intermediate or middle
frequency region the sound radiation along the exponential horn exceeds
that along the cone. At the low frequency region the radiation along the
cone again exceeds that along the exponential horn. Experimentally, these
statements have been shown to hold at the low and intermediate frequencies
for horns of finite initial openings. In this case, however, the horns are much
alike at the high frequencies.

There is a finite frequency where the power radiation becomes zero and the
velocity and pressure become 90 degrees out of phase for the exponential
horn whereas this does not occur in the case of the cone until zero frequency
is reached.

In the case of horns of finite lengths, Webster's method of treatment is
extended to cover in detail the exponential horn and a comparison is made
between it and the straight pipe and cone. The acoustic impedance of the
large end is studied in detail and an equation is derived for the exponential
horn to show the sound pressure just outside the large end in terms of the pres-
sure at the receiver diaphragm. This equation shows all the phenomenon of
resonance of exponential horns and can be compared with a similar equation
for the conical horn derived by Stewart.

The solution of the parabolic horn of finite length has been worked out
and briefly indicated.

Equations for the direct and reflected sound energy from the open end
have been derived and stated in brief form. By means of these we are able
to study end reflection in conjunction with the resonance phenomenon which
is of great importance in our use of loud speaker horns as amplifiers of sound.
In addition to resonance, the horn at the small end has a high acoustic im-
pedance which gradually diminishes to a small value at the large end. In this
way the horn greatly increases the sound radiation from a receiver diaphragm
because it adjusts the acoustic impedance of the small end to match the unit
and in the same way it adjusts the impedance at the large end to fit the sur-
rounding air.

This study has led to a comprehensive understanding of the performance
of loud speaker horns and will undoubtedly lead to new and improved types
of loud speakers.
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THE LIMIT OF REGENERATION*

BY

N. C. LITTLE

(BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE)

It is a well-known fact that the regenerative effect of a vacuum
tube on an oscillatory circuit may be considered as the reduction
of the effective resistance of that circuit. Further, if the regener-
ation is pushed too far, that is, if the coupling between grid and
plate circuits is increased beyond a certain critical value, the
effective resistance becomes negative and the system gives rise
to self -sustained oscillationi of a frequency corresponding to zero
reactance. In the use of a regenerative system for radio recep-
tion, the borderland region between the purely regenerative state
and that of spontaneous oscillation is of paramount importance.
At the suggestion of Professor E. L. Chaffee, research was under-
taken at Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University, to investigate
the limit of pure regeneration and the conditions of stability at
that limit.

The system studied consisted of a simple oscillatory circuit
with the regeneration produced by the inductive coupling of a
reaction coil in the plate circuit of the tube. The adjustment of this
reaction coupling was made extremely fine. In fact, by employ-
ing two reaction coils, one of a comparatively large number of
turns and one of a single turn, it was possible to vary the coupling
by steps of one part in a million. By this means, it was possible
to arrive at that critical adjustment just beyond which the sys-
tem would give rise to self -sustained oscillations. This adjust-
ment, however, was obtained only by extremely patient manipu-
lation, first by increasing the reaction coupling in minute steps
and then, after each increase, ascertaining that the system was
not oscillating of itself. However, when this critical adjustment
is obtained, the system has zero reactance and, as will be shown
later, practically zero resistance to the frequency which it is
desired to receive. The state of regeneration, corresponding to
this critical adjustment, is the practical limit to which pure

 Received by the Editor, January 17, 1924.
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regeneration may be pushed in the laboratory and is called
critical regeneration. In its other details the system studied was
not unique. The grid and filament of the tube were connected,
as usual, across the condenser of the oscillatory circuit. The
load in the plate circuit was made as small as possible.

The preliminary work was done at a frequency of 1,000
cycles. By balancing, thru a series of mutual inductances, the
electromotive force impressed upon the oscillatory circuit with
that due to the alternating component of the plate current, a
measure of the relative magnitudes of the impressed and received
signals was obtained. Measurements were made at that limit of
regeneration just beyond which the system gives rise to self-sus-
tained oscillations, namely, at critical regeneration. Results ob-
tained with VT -1 and a UV -201, both used with varying amounts
of grid bias, show that the relative magnitude of received signal in
the plate circuit to that impressed on the grid is inversely propor-
tional to the latter. This is called the inverse signal strength law.
It states that the response of a system adjusted to critical regen-
eration is independent of the strength of the impressed signal,
that no matter how weak the oscillating field surrounding an
antenna may be, if the regeneration is pushed to its limit, a finite
signal may always be obtained.

It should be remembered, however, that this law applies only
to the state of critical regeneration, a condition rarely obtained
in engineering practice and only in the laboratory with extremely
cautious adjustment. The effective resistance of the regenerative
system under these circumstances, however, may be made so
low that the temperature variations of the resistance in the in-
ductances are appreciable in comparison. Transient phenomena,
which under ordinary circumstances may be neglected, now may
readily be observed, as the sound in the telephone receivers is
heard to die away gradually upon the removal of the impressed
signal. In fact, assuming the original sound in the telephone
receivers to be a million times that of the sound just audible and
also proportional to the square of the current in the oscillatory
circuit, it is possible from the exponential law of current decay,
to estimate the effective resistance of the system. At the lower
frequency (1,000 cycles), where the inductance was of the order
of 300 millihenrys with an initial resistance of 25 ohms, the effec-
tive resistance at critical regeneration was found to be 0.014
ohms. At the higher frequency (750 kilocycles), where the in-
ductance was of the order of 0.2 millihenrys and the oscillatory
circuit had an initial high frequency resistance from 1 to 10 ohms,
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this critical effective resistance was found to be only 0.00014
ohms.

The effective resistance measured by the above method is
that which obtains when the potential impressed on the grid is
very small. In order to measure the effective resistance when
that potential is large, it is necessary to study the form of the
resonance curve. For this purpose a radio -frequency carrier -
wave completely modulated by a single audio frequency is used.
It may be shown, both graphically and analytically, that for the
resolution of a single band, that is, for the resonance curve of the
regenerative system to show in addition to a central maximum
two adjacent side maxima, it is necessary that the damping con-
stant, R/2L, be less than 0.06 of the modulating frequency. In
the resonance curves obtained, the side bands were easily de-
tected. The corresponding effective resistance, however, was of
the order of an ohm. Thus, it is seen that the effective resistance
of a system using extreme values of regeneration is not a constant
but a function of the potential applied to the grid.

That such must be the case is apparent at once when one
considers that the effective resistance depends on the tube con-
stants. Consider, for example, the internal plate -filament re-
sistance. Characteristics of this, plotted against grid potential,
consist of a series of curves concave upward with their maximum
points moving toward the values of negative grid potential as
the filament current or plate voltage is increased. It is at once
apparent that the average or effective values of this tube constant,
which obtains when the operating point moves over a finite por-
tion of the arc of this characteristic, is greater than the static
value corresponding to the mid -point of this arc. On the other
hand, for the amplification factor with a characteristic concave
downward, the effective operating value for large oscillations of
the grid potential is less than that for small. The effect, then, of
an increase in the potential variation applied to the grid is to in-
crease the plate -filament resistance and to decrease the amplifica-
tion factor of the tube of the regenerative system. These two
changes result in an increase of the effective resistance of the
system. Thus the discrepancy between the two values of the
effective resistance is due to the non-linear characteristics of
the tube.

Considering as a first approximation the characteristic curves
to be of the second degree, it may be shown that the relation
between current amplitudes and effective resistance is such as
to give the inverse signal strength law mentioned above, and that
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the condition of critical regeneration is essentially stable, that is,
an impressed signal will not set the system into a state of self -
sustained oscillations.

In conclusion, the results of this study of regeneration give
the following suggestions for the use of the regenerative method
in practical cases: First, the reaction coupling as employed on
the majority of commercial receiving sets does not permit of
sufficiently fine adjustment. Such sets should be equipped with
a vernier coupling coil of a single turn. By this means, the ap-
parent instability due to overstepping the state of critical regen-
eration on account of the coarseness of the coupling adjustment,
will be eliminated.

Second, the inverse signal strength law shows that the weaker
signals will be as effective as the stronger ones in producing a
response in the telephones. It is also well-known that a circuit
with little resistance has a very sharp resonance curve. Thus,
the regenerative method is ideal for selective radio -telegraph
reception. For radio -telephony, however, the variation with
signal strength will produce distortion and the peak of the reson-
ance curve may be too narrow to include the complete band of
frequencies it is desired to receive. For this reason, probably the
extreme regeneration used in this investigation is not suited to
commercial radio telephony. However, this research does sug-
gest that better results will be obtained if the tube used for re-
generating is not also used for rectifying. The rectifying proper-
ties of a tube depend upon the curve of its characteristic, and it is
this very curvature which introduces the variation with signal
strength. Thus, using a crystal rectifier in conjunction with a
regenerating tube, operated on the linear portion of its charac-
teristic and with the adjustment slightly below that of the state
of critical regeneration, one should have a simple efficient
method for radio -telephonic reception.

Finally, in regard to the sensitiveness of the method. A system
with zero resistance should give an infinitely large response to its
resonant frequency. Or, stating the fact in terms of radio -reception,
a circuit adjusted for critical regeneration will give a finite sound
in the telephones for an infinitely weak signal. It makes no dif-
ference to the regeneration whether the resistance for which it is
compensating is due to the losses in the wire of the inductances
and in the dielectric of the capacities, or to the energy which is
re -radiated. In any case, at critical regeneration, the system is
in a stable state with a net effective resistance, to an incoming
signal of the proper frequency, of practically zero. Thus, other
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than that necessitated by the difficulty in arriving at the adjust-
ment for critical regeneration, there is no limit to the sensitive-
ness of the simple regenerative method.

SUMMARY: It is shown that, at the limit of regeneration, the relative
magnitude of received signal in the plate circuit to that impressed on the grid
is inversely proportional to the latter. This inverse signal strength law is
explained in terms of the characteristics of the tube. Two methods of de-
termining the effective resistance of a regenerative system are outlined. Prac-
tical suggestions are offered for the design of regenerative systems.
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ON THE CALCULATION OF THE INDUCTANCES AND
CAPACITIES FOR A MULTI -RANGE OR OTHER CON-
SECUTIVE SERIES OF TUNED TRANSMITTING OR

RECEIVING CIRCUITS, THE TOTAL RANGE AND
ACCURACY REQUIRED BEING GIVEN*

BY

J. ERSKINE-MURRAY

(HIS MAJESTY'S SIGNAL SCHOOL, ROYAL NAVAL BARRACKS, PORTSMOUTH,
ENGLAND)

1. When a large range of natural frequencies (or wave
lengths) has to be covered by one instrument, it is usual to use a
number of capacities or inductances of fixed values in combina-
tion with a single variable capacity or inductance of compara-
tively small magnitude. The total range is thus divided into a
series of consecutive scales and at the commencement of each
scale a new fixed inductance or capacity, or both, is switched in
and the scale is then covered by use of the variable. The values
of these quantities have in general been arrived at by a process of
"trial and error" and the possible accuracy of reading has varied
from scale to scale.

In order to place the design of such an instrument on an
engineering basis, the following method of calculation has been
worked out. By its aid the design of a multi -range wavemeter,
transmitter or receiver, to fulfil given requirements of range and
accuracy, becomes a simple and straightforward matter.

2. Symbols used in this paper:
wave length in meters.

Ai..A.= wave lengths at commencements of intermediate
ranges (or scales).

f= frequency in cycles per second.
= frequencies at commencements of intermediate

ranges.
L = inductance in microhenrys (mics.).

LI . Ls= inductances, fixed, at commencements of scales.
L.= maximum value of variable inductance.

L,0= minimum value of variable inductance.
'Received by the Editor, December 7, 1923.
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L,,,= portion of L, required to cover scale without over-
lapping next scale.

LF = actual fixed inductance (LF)n = Ln -Loo.
C = capacity in milli-microfarads (mifs.).

Cn and so on = C with subscripts similar to Ln and so on.
d° = smallest angular difference readable on scale of

variable.
c = percentage accuracy, of A or f.
b= minimum frequency difference, in cycles, to be

readable.
a = a percentage of variable; a/100 = fraction of scale

of variable used to cover a range without overlap-
ping the next.

(L C)n = oscillation constant for commencement of nth scale.

3. TOTAL RANGE-Let the total range of wave lengths to
be covered be from A, to A., the corresponding frequencies being
fi to fm and L C values (L C)i, to (L C)0,. (L C),,, is thus the
maximum value on the scale commencing at (L C),n_i, and there
are only (m - 1) scales required.

4. ACCURACY-Let the desired accuracy of wave length
reading thruout the nth intermediate range be en percent of the
shortest wave length An of this range. This will ensure that the
accuracy thruout the range ), to An+i /A is not less than c percent
of the wave length read. The cases where accuracy is defined as
a percentage of frequency, or as a difference of frequency, are
considered in (6) and (7) below.

5. The possible accuracy depends on the ratio, An+i/An,
of the wave lengths at the beginning and end of the scale, and
on d°, the minimum angular difference readable with certainty
on the scale of the variable condenser or inductance. In the
case of a receiving circuit or wavemeter, d° depends not only
on the radius and graduation of the scale, but also on the damp-
ing of the circuit and type of resonance current indicator used.

6. Thus, in order to obtain the desired accuracy, we find
that for a movement of d° on the scale of the variable, An may

increase to An (0+1. In the whole scale of the variable,
100

say 0° to 180°, there are 180/d such steps, assuming that the cali-
bration curve of the variable is substantially a straight line.
Each step represents an equal increase of wave length (see
(4)) ; the accuracy therefore increases towards the upper ends
of the scale. Hence, putting in the whole variable increases
An to
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1: 0 c ).

Thus if the whole variable were used, we should have the end
of the scale and commencement of the next at

4.(1d81.

However, for practical reasons it is necessary that successive
scales should overlap. Let us therefore take only a percentage a
(say 80 percent) of the variable scale as giving the whole inter-
mediate range. Hence to provide for the overlap we find

/1n+1 =An( , 180 ca (A)
d 10,000

and when the variable is being moved from F-730 X180° to 180°

the scale will be overlapping the next in order.
We have, therefore, found that to obtain the desired accuracy

of reading, the intermediate range commencing at An must finish

at the value of An+i given in (A); and since (L C) values vary
as the square of the wave length

\
(L C).+1= (L C)41-1-

180 c a 2

10,000 d

7. If frequencies be reckoned instead of wave lengths
180 c a \

in+, =.141 10,000 d/

Since the frequency decreases for increasing capacity, and

(L C).+1 (1(11 fn+fi n)12)2 ffn 2

(L C)n
Hence

(B)

(C)

(D)
(L C).+1 1

(L C)n (1 180ca 2

10,000 di
and the limits of successive scales may be determined as for wave

lengths.
8. If the accuracy be defined as an actual difference of fre-

quency, b cycles (for instance 100 cycles), instead of a percentage
difference, a system which is convenient when a heterodyne
receiver is used, we have

fn±d =fn -b

therefore L 180 a
fn (fn -u (E)+1 =

100 d)
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and (L C).+1 2

(L C), 1 fn 180 a\2 (F)
100 d

So that in this case also the limit of each intermediate range can
be found when the total range and accuracy have been given.

9. Since a variable condenser cannot be got to ge down to
zero capacity, but has some lower limit C,0, its rango is actually
C,0 to C,, if C, be its maximum. C,0 is thus a fixed capacity
which forms part of the calculated fixed capacity for the range.
Thus the magnitude of the fixed condenser to be switched in at
the beginning of the nth range is CF=Cn-C1,0, where C. is the
calculated fixed capacity. In general, if C, be chosen of any
convenient dimensions, for instance 1 milli-microfarad, the fixed
capacity and inductance to fulfil the desired conditions are then
determinable as is shown in sections (10), (11), (12), and (13).

10. DETERMINATION OF FIXED CAPACITIES AND INDUC-
TANCES, THE VARIABLE BEING A CAPACITY-Let L. and C. be
the fixed inductance and capacity for the range beginning at
A. or (L C),. This may, for instance, be the first scale of the
total range required, in which case A. is known. In other cases
An is determinable by working out the previous ranges starting
with A1, or by the method of (23).

Then for the short-wave end of this scale
(L C). = Ln C.

and at the other limit where the variable capacity

= C,, = (C, - C,n)
1a00

(L C)n+1=Ln (Cn-FC,,,)
See (6).
Hence (L C).+1 C.+C,

(L C), C.
in which C,,, and the (L C) values are known, gives C.. The cases
for different conditions of accuracy are given below.

11. If the accuracy be a percentage of wave length, as in (6)
(L C).+1 2.+12 180 c a 12

Cn (L C). ),n2 10,000 d
C,,, C,,,Cn=

Hence
( 180 ca \2

10,000 dl
1

1.8 c a (2+ 1.8 ca\
100 d 100 60

(G)

and since c, a, and d are known, this gives C. and the fixed con -
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denser required is Cn Coo. Also from (L C)n= Ln C., we get Ln
the fixed inductance.

12. If the accuracy be defined by percentage of frequency
we get from (7) by a process similar to that of (11)

(1_ 180 ca
10,000 diCn -C. \ (H)

1.8 c a i2 1.8 ca
100 d \ 100 d

and L. is calculable from (L C). as in (11).

(13) If the accuracy be defined as a given change in num-
ber of cycles, b if , we find from (8)

(L C).+1
(L (fn 18000 da) 2

Hence (f. 180 ady

C.-C. (I)
180 a (2f 180 a)
100 dk n 100 d

and for this case also the fixed capacity and inductance for each
intermediate range are easily determinable. Examples of the
calculation of several multi -range circuits are given in (16) and
following.

14. Instead of using the equations (G), (H), or (I) to cleter-
mine the fixed capacities and inductances for the various inter-
mediate ranges, we may employ a graphical method. Thus a
series of hyperbolas may be drawn in which L and C are co-
ordinates, one for each value of (L C)n as determined in (6), (7),
and (8), starting with the required initial (L C) of the shortest
wave to be received or produced in the instrument. By inspec-
tion of each successive pair of curves (see Figure 1), a point P
may be found on the curve of lesser (L C), such that C,1,, meas-
ured parallel to the axis of C, will just reach the next curve at
some point Q. The inductance L1 and capacity C1 of the point P
are the fixed values required in order that the variable C. may
cover the first section of the total range with the desired accuracy.
By repeating this process from curve to curve the fixed capacity
and inductance for each range is obtained.

15. In certain circuits it is necessary that the ratio L/C
should be greater or less than a certain limiting value, k, where

L R2
k =

C-
= -4 , for instance, in order to control the damping of the
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FIG( RE 1

circuit and thus facilitate or hinder the production of oscillations.
The graphical method of (14) lends itself readily to the introduc-
tion of such a condition. Thus if a line 0 A be drawn from the
origin of co-ordinates making an angle the tangent of which is k
with the axis of capacity, each hyperbola will be cut in two by
O A. If L/C is to be greater than k, only that part of the diagram
between 0 A and 0 Y may be used, since for any point in this
area L/C > k. If L/C is to be less than k the portion between
O A and 0 X must likewise be used. In cases like these it will
generally be convenient to defer the choice of the variable con-
denser or inductance until the curves have been examined.

16. THE VARIABLE AN INDUCTANCE -If a variable induc-
tance be used instead of a capacity, the process of finding the
values of fixed capacities and inductances can be carried out from
the same curves by working on the other co-ordinate. The values
of (L C)n are the same as in (14), since they depend only on c,
a, and d. (See (6)). The algebraic method is also similar, and
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if L,,, L. and L. be the maximum, minimum and reduced maxi-
mum (see (6)), of the variable inductance, we obtain in place of
the equations (G), (H), and (I), the values of the fixed inductance
in terms of the variable as

- L,
1.8 ca 1.8 ca\
100d

2+
WO df

for percentage wave length accuracy, and

L

1.8 ca\2
100 d

Ln- 1.8 c a (2 1.8ca
100 d \ 100d

for percentage frequency accuracy, and

-
180 a \ 2

fn
blood.

180 a (21.n_b 1S0 a \
100 d 100 d)

(G')

(H')

for a fixed frequency difference as accuracy.
17. EXAMPLE-As an example of the method let us assume

that a series of circuits is required in accordance with the follow-
ing data:

(I) Total range of wave lengths 800 m. to 2,000 m.
(II) Accuracy to be to 0.1 percent of A, that is, 1 m. in

1,000 rn.
(III) Smallest readable angle in scale d° = 0°.5.
(IV) Variable condenser C,0=0.04 mif. to C,=1.06 mif.

(V) C.= (C.-C) :3:0 =0.816 mif.

From the condition (II) the limits of the intermediate ranges are
determinable thus:

(L C)2= (L C)i (1+ 11:: - (L C)i (1+0 .288)2= (L C)1 (1.66)

To allow a margin let us start at 785 m. instead of 800 m., then
(L C)1= 173.6 mics. X mifs.
(L C)2= 289.1 mics. X mifs.
(L C)3=480.0 mics. X mifs.
(L C)4= 796.8 mics. X mifs.

Now

c,. - 0.816 - 1.236 mifs from (G),
0.288 (2.288) 0.660
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therefore CF= C1- C,, = 1.236 -0.04 = 1.196 mifs. and also
LI = 173.6/1.236 = 140.4 mics. The others are as shown in
the table. It should be noted that, as the accuracy is to be
the same thruout, CF has the same value for all ranges, as may be
seen from equation (G). Table I shows the results of calculation
for the example. The overlap of each pair of scales is found by
taking (C,.+C,-C,0) as the largest (L C) of the scale.

Thus there will be four scales required to cover the range
under the conditions stated. One fixed capacity will serve for
all ranges and the inductance for each range is shown in the table.

TABLE I

Scale (L C). A C. L
Other NumericsNumber mic. Xmif. meters mifs. mics.

1 173.6 785-1061 1.236 140.4 C,=1.236-0.04
=1.196 mif.

2 289.1 1013-1360 1.236 234.0 C. = 1.06
C,+C. = 2 . 256

3 480.0 1310-1763 1.236 388.5 C.,. = O. 04
C., =0 . 816

4 796.8 1686-2282 1.236 645.0 d° =0.5
a =80%
c = 0.1%

18. If a variable inductance, instead of a variable condenser,
be used in the instrument calculated in Table I, we find the same
(L C) values for the limits of the intermediate ranges of the
calibration curve of the variable inductance is approximately
straight. For the values of Ln we have the equation (G') of (15)

L.
Ln

1.8ca (2+1.8 ca\
100d 100d

where, as before c= 0.1 percent, a = 80 percent, d=0°.5. Hence,
if, for instance, L, = 140 mics., and L,= 15 mics., then

L= 80
= 100 mics.,

100
from G',

10
L1

0-
0,288 (2.288)

- 156 mics.

and since the accuracy is to be the same thruout the whole range
of the instrument L2 = L1= . . , and from the values of
(L C) calculated as for Table I, we find C1, C2, and so on.
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TABLE II

Scale (L C) A L. C
Other Numerics

Number mic.Xmif. meters mics. mifs.

1 173.6 785"-1054 156.0 1.112 L,=L-L..
=156-15
=141 mics.

2 289.1 1013-1362 156.0 1.852 L,. =100 mics.
L,1- L, = 281 mice.

3 480.0 1310-1750 156.0 3.078 d° =0°.5
c=0.1%0

4 796.8 1686 -2267 156.0 5.110 a =80%

19. Similar calculations are as easily made for accuracy
based on percentage of frequency by use of the equations (C),
(D), (H), and (H').

20. The calculation for an accuracy based on fixed frequency
dfference gives interesting results and illustrates how the dif-
iculty of heterodyning at high frequencies may be overcome,
at least theoretically, by the proper choice of ranges.

Let us assume the same total wave length range as before,
that is, 800 m. to 2,000 m.-hence

(I) Total range of frequencies 375,000-150,000 cycles.
(II) Accuracy to be defined as a change of frequency of

100 cycles per 0°.5 thruout.
(III) Variable condenser 0.04 to 1.06 mifs. and C=0.816

mifs.
Using equation (E) the scales come out as shown in Table

III, the first scale commencing at 382,500 cycles in order to give
a margin for constructional imperfections of the instrument. The
overlap between successive scales is about 7,000 cycles in each
case. The calculations are as follows, from (8), equation (E),

fn -1-1 = Qn-luv180 80 = fn -28.800)
0.5 100)

(

Commencing with scale (1), fi= 382,500 corresponding to 784.3 m.
12 = 382,500 - 28,800 = 353,700

and as the accuracy is to be the same thruout the total range, the
difference is common and each fn is found by subtracting 28,800
cycles from the one before. The Table III shows the results.
From equation (I)

Un-28,800)2Cn=Cw28,800
(2 fn -28,800)
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Thus
-

(353,700) 2
CI = 0.816

28,800 (2 X382,500 - 28,800)

= 4.91 mifs.
But (L C)1= 174.2, therefore L1= 35.2 mics., and the other L's
and C's are similarly calculated. The overlaps of the scales are,
as before, found by taking C, instead of C,, to get the largest
(L C) value of each range.

TABLE III

Scale Frequency (L C). C. L. C,
Other NumericsNum-

hers
Cycles per

second
mic. X
mif.

,...,e
'"i's* mica. mifs.

1 382,500 173.2 4.91 35.2 4.87 C, = 1 .06
-347,000

2 353,700 202.6 4.43 45.7 4.39 C.=0.816
-318,000

3 324,900 240.1 4.01 59.9 3.97 C =0.04
-288,500 d° =0°.5

4 296,100 289.1 3.58 80.8 3.54 b =100 cv
-255,900 a =80%

5 267,300 354.7 3.17 111.9 3.13
-231,500

6 238,500 445.6 2.78 100.4 2.74
-203,200

7 209,700 576.4 2.36 244.0 2.32
-173,300

8 180,900 774.5 1.95 397.0 1.91
-145,000

It should be noted that in order to obtain the same heterodyne
accuracy thruout it is necessary to change both fixed capacity
and fixed inductance as one advances from one scale to the next.

21. If a variable inductance be used, the total range being
the same, the calculations are similar to those of (20), but are
based on equations (E) and (I') and give the results shown in
Table IV. The intermediate ranges are the same as in Table III
since they depend on the accuracy only. With the numerics
given in the table the calculation of Lan takes the form

Ln
(./..4-1) 2

= 1°0
28,800 (2X fn - 28,800)

and it is advisable to get these values correct to four figures, by
using seven figure logarithms or a Fuller slide rule.
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TABLE IV

Total Range, 375,000 Cu to 150,000 cu =800 m. to 2,000 m.

Scale Frequency (L C) C. L. L,
NumericsNum-

hers co mils.mils. mils.mils. mics. L-L ,

1 382,500 173.2 0.319 543 528 L. =100 miss.
-346,500

2 353,700 202.6 0.408 497 482 L,.= 15 mics.
-317,000

3 324,900 240.1 0.532 451 436 L, =140 mics.
-287,500

4 296,100 289.1 0.715 405 390 a =80%
-260,500

5 267,300 354.7 0.988 359 344 b =100 ru
-230,000

6 238,500 445.6 1.420 314 299 d = 0° . 5
-202,000

7 209,700 576.4 2.148 268 253
-173,000

8 180,900 774.5 3.485 222 207
-144,500

With these values a difference of 0°.5 on the scale of the vari-
able gives 100 cu difference of frequency.

22. It may be noted that a useful check on the figures for
C, in Table III and L, in Table IV may be obtained by plotting
them as a curve with frequency as abscissa. In both cases the
curve should be a straight line and any arithmetical error is shown
up at once.

23. It is possible to find the number of scales required and
the initial wave length of each, directly from the original data
without successive calculation of each range. Thus, if the
accuracy be uniform thruout, let

180ac )=k as in (6) (A),1+
10,000 d

therefore A,, = AI (k)"-' (K)

(L C). = (L C)1 (k)2(4- (L)
Hence from (K)

log A. =log 21+ (n -1) log k

thus if An and /11 be the given limits of the total range and if k be
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the same for all ranges, (n -1), the number of scales, is deter-
minable. More generally, if k vary from scale to scale

= (k1 X k2 X k3 .)

and log An = log Ai -Flog ki±log k2-1- and so on,

hence 2n may be determined directly from the conditions of
accuracy. The same is true for (L C)., since

(L C).=(L C)i (kiXk2X )2

log (L C). = log (L C)1+2 (log ki-Flog k2 .)

If the accuracy be defined by a difference of frequency as
in (8) we have

(L C). = (L C)i [q=(Lc),[ A' In, A)2

a
where

180
d

= b
100

- difference in frequency between the initial

frequencies of two successive ranges.
Thus the formulas of this section form an alternative method

for the calculation of the limits of the intermediate ranges.

SUMMARY: It is often necessary to use a series of consecutive tunablr
circuits to cover a large range of wave lengths or frequencies. The papee
describes a method of determining the constants of each circuit when the total
wave length range and the accuracy of setting required in each intermediate
range are given. Overlap between successive scales is provided for, and a
method is indicated by which further conditions, such for instance as a limiting
value of the damping of each circuit, may be introduced. The paper thus
reduces the calculations of such circuits from an empirical problem to a
straightforward engineering proposition.
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DIGESTS OF UNITED STATES PATENTS RELATING TO
RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY*

ISSUED MAY 6, 1924-JUNE 17, 1924

BY

JOHN B. BRADY

(PATENT LAWYER, OURAY BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.)

1,493,024-Louis Cohen and Joseph 0. Mauborgne, filed August
6, 1920, issued May 6, 1924.

JO

NUMBER 1,493,024-Radio Signaling

RADIO SIGNALING, utilizing a wave coil for the reduction of
static disturbances and other interferences in the reception of
radio signals. A long helix uniformly wound with wire is con-
nected thru a tuning circuit with the antenna and to ground.
The radio receiving apparatus is connected with the wave coil
and an adjustable grounded metallic tube is provided in rela-
tion to the wave coil, which tube is electrically connected in a
tuned circuit with ground. The adjustment of the metallic
tube and the grounded loop circuit operates to change the elec-
trical characteristics of the coil. Persistent waves set up in
the coil will be received while foreign electrical disturbances
which may act on the antenna, such as electrostatic effects
causing a shock excitation being of a steep wave front are
rapidly damped out in their travel thru the wave coil.

1,493,148-Montgomery B. Cohen, filed July 23, 1920, issued
May 6, 1924.

'Received by the Editor, Jnly 18, 1924.
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03 r0 - = a
NUMBER 1,493,148-Fuse for Vacuum Bulbs

FUSE FOR VACUUM BULBS for protecting the filament from
destructive effects of excessive current. The fuse consists of a
cylindrical member which is applied to one of the bulb terminals
and constructed to engage the corresponding socket contact.

1,493,151-Mihran M. Dolmage, filed September 17, 1920,
issued May 6, 1924.

NUMBER 1,493,151-Radio Duplex Signaling System

RADIO DUPLEX SIGNALING SYSTEM which does not require
the manual operation of switches to transfer the system from
transmitting or receiving or vice versa. An auxiliary circuit
tuned to the currents of the transmitting frequency is provided
in association with the transmitting antenna. A control relay is
connected in the auxiliary circuit in such manner that it is oper-
ated when currents exist in the auxiliary circuit. The opera-
tion of the relay causes the receiving apparatus to be protected
against the transmitting currents during the periods of trans-
mission.

1,493,696-Stanley R. Mullard, filed November 9, 1920, issued
May 13, 1924. Assigned to the Mullard Radio Valve Com-
pany, London, England.
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THERMIONIC OR OSCILLATION VALVE, wherein a cylindrical
plate electrode is supported within the tube by a collar member
which surrounds a re-entrant portion of the tube which extends
into one end of the tube.

1,494,347-Lloyd Espensehied, filed April 30, 1920, issued May
20, 1924. Assigned to American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, Incorporated, New York.

P /

Ty,2
NUMBER 1,494,347-High Speed Radio System

HIGH SPEED RADIO SYSTEM for accommodating a large volume
of traffic over wave bands in close proximity to each other. The
system consists on modulating a carrier frequency in accordance
with signaling current produced at a speed sufficiently high so
that the band of frequencies resulting from modulation will be
too wide for transmission thru a sharply tuned selective circuit.
The modulated band is selected with substantially negligible and
uniform attenuation while adjacent frequencies lying outside of
the bands will be sharply discriminated against by the use of
band filters. At the receiving station a light stream is modulated
in accordance with detected current and then the modulations
recorded upon a medium sensitive to light.
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1,494,770-Walter W. Conners, filed June 12, 1919, issued May
20, 1924.

NUMBER 1,494,770-Method and Apparatus for Indicating the Geographical
Location or Movement of Bodies

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INDICATING THE GEOGRAPHICAL
LOCATION OR MOVEMENT OF BODIES by indicating in similitude
or in intelligible signals the location of a moving body. The
moving body carries a radio receiving station for the reception
of signals from fixed wave -transmitting stations. The receiving
station on the moving body is equipped with an indicating mem-
ber which is controlled by received signals for indicating in
similitude the signals received from the fixed stations. In this
manner the course of the moving body is automatically plotted
in accordance with the movement of the body with relation to
the fixed stations.

1,494,803-Michael I. Pupin, filed September 17, 1915, issued
May 20, 1924. Assigned to Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

ELECTRICAL TUNING apparatus by which the electrical re-
sistance reaction which a conductor opposes to a simple har-
monic electromotive force is rendered selective, that is to say,
the conductor opposes a resistance reaction as small as desirable
to an electromotive force of a given frequency, while at the same
time this reaction may be made as large as desirable to an electro-
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motive force of a different frequency or to electrical impulses.
The invention is called a resistance compensator. It is shown as
applied to a radio receiver for increasing the selectivity of the
receiver by utilizing an antenna system of a resistance sufficient
to dissipate the greater part of the incoming signaling energy.
The incoming signaling energy of desired frequency is utilized
to excite a source of energy by electromagnetic reaction and to
transfer to the receiving antenna system a negative resistance
reaction of high value as compared with the original resistance
reaction of the conductor and of a frequency corresponding to
the selected radio frequency to be received.

l'&4;

NUMBER 1,494,803-
Electrical Tuning

1,494,908-Raymond A. Heising, filed February 23, 1923, issued
May 20, 1924. Assigned to Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, New York, N. Y.

f7g.2 .300002 s

NUMBER 1,494,908-Amplification of Modulated Waves

AMPLIFICATION OF MODULATED WAVES for securing economy
in operation of high power systems. The amplification system
may be applied to a system which includes a source of carrier
waves, a device for deriving from the source a triple frequency
component, amplifying this component and combining it with
waves from the original source to produce a peaked wave; a
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carrier suppression modulating device for modulating the peaked
wave thus produced in accordance with a low frequency wave;
a voltage step-up or low power amplifier for the modulated wave;
and a vacuum tube power amplifier having a grid so negatively
polarized that the amplifier is actuated only by the peak por-
tion of each cycle of the modulated peaked wave. The repeater
derives from the modulated wave a triple frequency component
of large energy where the energy is chiefly in side frequencies
based upon the fundamental frequency all of which energy is
efficiently increased in amplitude thru the amplification system
of this invention.

1,494,935-Edward 0. Striven, filed July 16, 1918, issued May
20, 1924. Assigned to Western Electric Company, New
York, N. Y.

ALTERNATING CURRENT SOURCE where the frequency of oscil-
lations generated is governed by a tuned oscillation circuit
whereby the oscillator will generate substantially pure sine
waves. An electron tube circuit is provided with the input and
output circuit associated for feeding back energy from the output
circuit to the input circuit. An additional circuit is interposed
in the electron tube circuits for substantially preventing the feed-
ing back of energy oscillations of any frequency other than that
which is desired to generate by means of the electron tube
oscillator.

1,495,537-Stephen F. Stafford, filed August 21, 1923, issued
May 27, 1924. Assigned to Stafford Radio Company, In-
corporated, of Massachusetts.

DOUBLE HELIX CAGE ANTENNA for indoor use in radio re-
ception. The antenna consists of two helices wound in opposing
relation with respect to each other with one nested within the
other providing a strong cage antenna.

1,495,470-John F. Farrington, filed February 1, 1922, issued
May 27, 1924. Assigned to Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, of New York, N. Y.

HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION for multiplex and duplex
operation where mechanical switching for two-way conversation
is unnecessary. The system utilizes partial carrier wave sup-
pression wherein the incoming and outgoing waves combine to
produce an auxiliary carrier wave at each station. The trans-
mitting system operates to transmit only feeble energy of the
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unmodulated component. The unmodulated component is sepa-
rated from its accompanying side frequencies at a point in the
system where the total energy is small relative to the transmitted
energy. The energy of the selected unmodulated component is
increased at the receiver and combined at the detector with the
accompanying side frequencies to operate the receiving telephone.

NUMBER 1 495,470-High Frequency Transmission

1,495,511-Robert J. Fitzgerald, filed May 12, 1920, issued
May 27, 1924. Assigned one-half to J. Arthur Fischer,
New York, N. Y.

CONDENSER of the rotary variable construction, wherein
the movable and stationary metallic plates have an outside in-
sulating coating thereover. The insulating coating of each of
the plates is adapted to contact one with the other preventing
the matallic plates from shunting each other.

1,495,577-Francis W. Dane, filed April 3, 1920, issued May 27,
1924. Assigned to Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company,
Incorporated, Boston, Massachusetts.

ELECTRICAL CONDENSER Of the stacked type where alternate
sheets of mica and metal foil are placed within a casing with a
resilient spring member compressing the stack under a pressure
of the order of thousands of pounds while the stack is submerged
in insulating material which is solid at ordinary temperatures, but
fluid at a temperature of the order of about 140 degrees centi-
grade. The construction described avoids the presence of air
bubbles and forces the mica and foil in intimate contact with
each other, securing high capacity but with high insulation
properties.



1,495,593-Lewis M. Hull, filed October 16, 1920, issued May 27,
1924.

9

NUMBER 1,495,593-Radio Telegraph Transmitting
System

RADIO TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTING SYSTEM having an electron
tube amplifier whose plate -cathode circuit is operatively coupled
to the transmission circuit. A self-excited electron tube gener-
ating system is so connected to the grid -cathode circuit of the
amplifier that the inherent intra-electrode capacity of the said
grid -cathode circuit furnishes capacity reactance for the opera-
tion of the self-excited electron tube generating system. By
this system the unavoidable intra-electrode capacity of the am-
plification system is transformed from a wasteful absorber of
electrical power into an essential tuning element, and its use as
a tuning element allows a reduction in the minimum capacitive
reactance attainable in the oscillatory circuits, thus increasing
the maximum frequency to which these circuits are resonant.

1,495,616-Frederick G. Simpson, filed May 23, 1923, issued
May 27, 1924.

ART OF MEASURING THE VELOCITY OF TERRESTRIAL BODIES
RELATIVE TO EACH OTHER by applying the Doppler-Fitzeau
principle, force or effect, as manifested thru the medium of elec-
tromagnetic waves. A method is described for measuring the
velocity of a terrestrial body with respect to another terrestrial
body which consists in comparing the frequency of generation
of a generator of electromagnetic waves, at rest with respect to
one of the bodies, with the frequency of the electromagnetic
waves radiated by such generator as measured at a point at rest
with respect to the other body.

1,496,155-F. J. Fransson, filed November 8, 1919, issued June
3, 1924. Assigned to American Gas Accumulator Company,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.
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NUMBER 1,496,155-Art
of Radio Communication

ART OF RADIO COMMUNICATION, in which a combination loop
antenna and open antenna is employed for duplex operation.
A transmitter is coupled to one of the antennas while the re-
ceiver is coupled to the other antenna with condensers arranged
for balancing out interference between the transmitter and re-
ceiver during duplex operation.

1,496,214-L. F. Fuller and H. F. Elliott, filed May 22, 1919,
issued June 3, 1924. Assigned to Mesne Assignments to
Federal Telegraph Company, San Francisco, California.

__
9

NUMBER 1,496,214-Radiotelegraphy Transmission System

RADIOTELEGRAPHY TRANSMISSION SYSTEM, employing an
arc with a signaling circuit for transmitting with a single wave.
A circuit is employed to replace the antenna system during periods
of no radiation. The circuit consists entirely of inductive and
capacitive reactance neutralizing each other or tuned to the
frequency of the system, and connected in series with the antenna.
Thus, the total effect of this part of the circuit on the antenna
circuit is negligible, and across the terminals of the inductance
and capacity a minimum potential difference is obtained for
currents of the correct frequency. By proper arrangement of
a resistance or other consumer of energy and a switching means,
the substitute circuit can then be made to have substantially the
same characteristics as the antenna circuit, so that the load on
the source remains the same, independent of choice of paths.
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In this manner the telegraph signals are produced without radia-
tion of energy between signals.

1,496,243-F. S. McCullough, filed July 7, 1919, issued June 3,
1924. Assigned to G. L. Martin of Cleveland, Ohio.

I it-witAllitol
'Ca 3.

NUMBER 1,496,243-Radio Telegraphy

JZ
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RADIO TELEGRAPHY in which a compact form of apparatus
is employed for the reception of radio signals particularly de-
sirable for use on aircraft or in places where space is an extremely
important factor. The collector coils which form the means for
intercepting the radio frequency energy are wound within the
evacuated tube which contains the electronic emission elements
connected in the receiving circuit.

1,496,275-P. Laut, filed October 18, 1920, issued June 3, 1924.
RADIO TRANSMITTING APPARATUS employing an RTC generator

and a signaling circuit for producing uni-wave signals. The field
coils of the arc are excited from an independent source. The
antenna circuit is completely broken between signals enabling
the arc to operate upon an auxiliary shunt circuit eliminating
the compensation wave.

1,496,276-H. P. Rees, filed August 9, 1921, issued June 3, 1924.
RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONE RECEIVING SET con-

taining constructural features for the reduction of size of the
apparatus. The antenna tuning coil comprises a plurality of
layers of wire, each layer consisting of a plurality of substan-
tially plane turns. The axial length of the coils is small in rela-
tion to its mean diameter. The anode circuit of the set is reac-
tively coupled with the grid circuit of the receiver.

1,496,311-J. H. Hammond, filed October 17. 1917, issued June
3, 1924.



RECEIVING SYSTEM FOR RADIANT ENERGY, particularly
adapted for radio control operation where positive operation of
the control circuit is assured without the smothering or satur-
ating effect which may be produced by powerful signals from a
hostile station endeavoring to prevent weaker signals from the
distant control station from having any appreciable effect upon
the receiving system. To insure the positive operation of the
control a plurality of electron tube detectors connected in parallel
are arranged at the receiving circuit with the control connected
in the common output circuit of each of the detectors.

1,496,371-C. B. Graves, filed August 23, 1922, issued June 3,
1924.

Condenser of variable capacity where the plates are formed
in parallel relationship with dielectric sheets interposed between
the conductive plates with means for exerting pressure against
the plates for varying the capacity of the condenser.

1,496,671-H. Gernsback, filed February 24, 1923, issued June
3, 1924.

DETECTOR of the crystal type where a sensitive crystal is
enclosed by a casing which includes a feeler member in contact
with the crystal. The feeler member comprises a central plate
having plane opposite faces and side plates having a plurality of
contact feeler points thereon which contact with a plurality of
sensitive points on the crystal. By this construction a crystal
detector may be placed in permanent adjustment.

1,496,745-H. S. Scott, filed June 13, 1923, issued June 3, 1924.
POTENTIOMETER in which the variation in resistance takes

place in accordance with a logarithmic law. An insulating band
which carried the resistance element is relatively wide at a cen-
tral section but decreases in width toward each end thereof on
opposite sides of the central section. The resistance wire is
wound upon this band whereby relatively large increments of
adjustment are secured within the central section while relatively
small increments of adjustment are obtained within the tapered
portions on each side of the central section.

1,496,768-W. T. Booth and Walter A. Boyd, filed March 27,
1918, issued June 10, 1924. Assigned to Western Electric
Company.
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VIBRATION REDUCING MOUNTING DEVICE FOR SIGNALING
SYSTEMS, where the electron tubes are supported on a horizontal
panel, each end of which is mounted upon sponge rubber. The
sponge rubber is carried by an intermediate supporting member
and the intermediate support in turn carried by a second resilient
mounting so that vibrations are prevented from reaching the
tube support thru two separate damping means.

Jun. 3, 1924.
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NUMBER 1,496,745-Potentiometer

1,497,095-W. Dubilier, filed May 23, 1922, issued June 10,
1924. Assigned to Dubilier Condenser and Radio Corpora-
tion of Delaware.

ELECTRICAL CONDENSER of the "Micadon" variety where
the alternate conductive and dielectric sheets are secured to-
gether under compression by means of a clip engaging each of the
opposite ends of the condenser with a rivet passing thru the clips
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to secure the clips to the condenser and cause the clips to press
tightly against the plates.

1,497,194-J. Nordern and: A. Fetting, filed April 13, 1922, issued

June 10, 1924.

NUMBER 1,497,194-Radio
Alarm System

RADIO ALARM SYSTEM where a plurality of radio transmitting
systems may be located in different houses to be automatically
placed in operation by the happening of a condition precedent.
The invention contemplates the protection of homes against
burglary or fire by the installation of a radio transmitting station
in the home. Upon the fusing of a fusable link in case of fire a
radio transmitter is set into operation and controlled by means
of a particular set of code wheels which will advise a central
station that the particular home is in danger. In the case of a
burglary a circuit might be opened by an intruder which places
the radio transmitter in operation to advise the central police
station. Each house will be identified by a particular code com-
bination set out on the code wheels of the transmitter.

1,497,384-H. G. Saal, filed May 11, 1922. Issued June 10, 1924

RADIANT ENERGY RECEIVER, consisting of a crystal detector
construction where the eat whisker is supported by a spherical
member seated upon a spherically curved standard. A coil
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spring interior of the standard is secured to the surface of the
spherical member enabling the member to be freely adjusted to
different angular positions.

1,497,415-Phillips Thomas, filed April 21, 1921, issued June 10,
1924. Assigned to Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company.

MOLDED OIL -FILLED CONDENSER, wherein alternate sheets
of foil and solid dielectric are supported in a molded casing in
position where a liquid dielectric may be filled in over the plates
for increasing the insulating properties.

1,497,449-W. H. Kempton, filed October 16, 1917, issued June
10, 1924. Assigned to Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company.

MOLDED CONDENSER comprising a series of stacked plates of
alternate sheets of conducting material and an insulating mate-
rial. The stack is wrapped with a compressible covering and the
entire unit forced into a molded cover and held in compression.

1,497,927-A. Meissner, filed September 3, 1921. Assigned to
Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.H., Hallesches,
of Berlin, Germany. Issued June 17, 1924.

SENDING ARRANGEMENT, where the harmonics are suppressed
by means of a grounded circuit arrangement in parallel with the
grounded portion of the antenna. The grounded circuit is tuned
to prevent the radiation from the antenna of harmonics of the
fundamental frequency.

1,497,948-I. Shoenberg, filed April 9, 1918. Assigned to Radio
Corporation of America, of Delaware. Issued June 17, 1924.

THERMIONIC DEVICE for securing an intermittent discharge
of electrons from the filament. Alternating current is employed
for heating the filament of a thermionic device. The temperature
of the filament, provided its diameter is properly chosen, will
then be proportional to the square of the current. Due to the
thermal inertia, that is insufficient radiation from the filament,
the temperature of the filament will lag behind the current. This
property is utilized in various ways such as the reception of con-
tinuous wave radio signals. A choke coil saturated by a direct
current is employed in series with the alternating current source
for controlling the heating current to the filament.



1,498,129-A. E. Spicer, filed June 5, 1923. Assigned to Thomas
J. F. Coady, of New York. Issued June 17, 1924.

RADIO TELEPHONE RECEIVING APPARATUS, constructed in
compact form and including a miniature pick-up loop. The
tuning unit includes a primary coil having a tap substantially
central of the length of the coil. The ends of the coil are con-
nected by a shunt circuit through condensers. A rotary coil
is positioned adjacent each end of the primary coil. One of the
rotary coils is connected in series with the primary coil and the
other rotary coil is connected between the central tap and a
ground connection. The receiving apparatus is connected across
the tuning system with suitable amplification for bringing in
signals.

LIST OF RADIO TRADE MARKS PUBLISHED BY PATENT OFFICE
PRIOR TO REGISTRATION

(The numbers given are serial numbers of pending applications)

184,263-"ALL-AMERICAN" for radio apparatus, in ornamental
design. Rauland Mfg. Co., Chicago, Illinois. Claims use
since October 15, 1919. Published May 6, 1924.

190,373-"CRowN" for radio apparatus, in ornamental design
Crown Radio Mfg., Inc., New York, N. Y. Claims use since
about November 1, 1922. Published May 6, 1924.

190,773-"SELECTOFORMER" for radio apparatus, Electrical Re-
search Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois. Claims use since
December 3, 1923. Published May 6, 1924.

191,386-"HETERoFoammi" tuning coil, Elvin Radio Co., Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania. Claims use since on or about De-
cember 15, 1924.

191,387-"HETEROPLEX" for radio receiving sets. Elven Radio
Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Claims use since on or
about December 15, 1923. Published May 6, 1924.

191,423-"LISTEN-TO-THE-WORLD" Radio for radio receiving sets.
B. & C. Radio Company, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts.
Claims use since about December 1, 1923. Published May
6, 1924.

192,287-"SELECTOMETER" for wave traps and tuning instru-
ments. Vesco Radio Shop, Oakland, California. Claims use
since January 1, 1923. Published May 6, 1924.
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192,420-"SERENADA" for loud speakers. Racon Electrical Co.,
Inc., New York, N. Y. Claims use since December 21, 1923.
Published May 6, 1924.

192,742-"AEopus" for radio receiving sets. H. M. Tower, Inc.,
West Haven, Connecticut. Claims use since November 1,
1923. Published May 6, 1924.

193,248-"RArno" for radio apparatus, in ornamental design.
Radio Sales Studio, Inc., Washington, D. C. Claims use
since June 1, 1923. Published May 6, 1924.

183,901-"MIDGET" for radio sets. Midget Radio Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Claims use since May 4, 1922.
Published May 6, 1924.

185,353-"FouR-PHONE-PLUG" for radio phone plugs. The
Barkelew Electric Mfg. Co., Middletown, Ohio. Claims use
since September, 1922. Published June 10, 1924. Not sub-
ject to opposition.

170,132-"FROST RADIO" for radio receiving apparatus. Her-
bert H. Frost, Chicago, Illinois. Claims use since Septem-
ber 30, 1922. Published June 17, 1924.

170,133-"LIKE POSTAGE STAMPS, USED EVERYWHERE" for radio
receiving apparatus. Herbert H. Frost, Chicago, Illinois.
Claims use since August, 1921. Published June 17, 1924.

189,924-"RADIO UNITED" for radio receiving sets, in ornamental
design. United Cigar Stores of America, New York, N. Y.
Claims use since November 7, 1923. Published June 17, 1924.

191,499-"THE MOCKING BIRD" for radio receiving sets. Mor-
rison Laboratories, Inc. Detroit, Michigan. Claims use
since December 1, 1923. Published June 17, 1924.

191,584-"-RAmo-" for radio and wireless merchandise.
Ramo Radium Products Co., New York, N. Y. Claims use
since September 8, 1923. Published June 17, 1924.

193,844-"STRAND" for radio receiving apparatus, in ornamen
tal design. Manufacturers Phonograph Co., Inc., New York
N. Y. Claims use since January, 1921. Published June 17,
1924.

194,908-"RADIOSCOPE" for variable condensers. Chelten
Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Claims use since
November 27, 1924. Published June 17. 1924.
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194,936-"NATIONAL" for radio transformers, in ornamental de-
sign. National Transformer Mfg. Co., Chicago, Illinois.
Claims use since September 15, 1921. Published June 17,
1924.

195,143-"PHONODYNE" for radio receiving sets, in ornamental
design. George A. Turner, Stockton, California. Claims
use since March 1, 1924. Published June 17, 1924.

195,302-"WHAT'S IN THE AIR," a monthly magazine published
by the Reincke-Ellis Co., Chicago, Illinois. Claims use since
August 1, 1923. Published June 17, 1924.

195,317-"THURMAN" for vario couplers. Charles L. Thur-
man, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Claims use since Feb-
ruary, 1924. Published June 17, 1924.

195,830-"RADIO PROGRESS," a magazine. Oxford Press, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island. Claims use since March 15, 1924.
Published June 17, 1924.

193,794-"Arco" for battery chargers. Apco Mfg. Co., Provi-
dence, Rhode Island. Claims used since 1910. Published
May 27, 1924.

193,846-"MooN" C -2A, in ornamental design, for radio receiv-
ing sets. Moon Radio, Inc., Long Island, New York. Claims
use since May, 1922. Published May 27, 1924.

193,908-"EmAco" for radio receiving sets, in ornamental de-
sign. Elgin Radio, Inc., Elgin, Illinois. Claims use since
October 17, 1922. Published May 27, 1924.

194,119-"NICKELETTE" for radio receiving sets. Novelty
Radio Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Missouri. Claims use since Feb-
ruary 23, 1924. Published May 27, 1924.

183,318-"NIGHTINGALE" for radio receiving sets. The Cleve-
land Apparatus Co., Grafton, Ohio. ClaMs use since May
1, 1923. Published May 27, 1924.

187,490-"SHACTON RADIO PRODUCTS" in ornamental design, for
radio apparatus. Harold M. Schwab, Inc., New York,
N. Y. Claims use since August 6, 1923. Published May 27,
1924.

189,384-"MELco" for radio receiving sets and parts thereof.
Amsco Products, Inc., New York, N. Y. Claims use since
July 12, 1922. Published May 27, 1924.
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189,473-"OPERADIO" for radio receiving sets. The Operadio,
Inc., Chicago, Illinois. Claims use since April 15, 1922.
Published May 27, 1924.

191,711-"MAcKLINE" in ornamental design, for radio antennas
and tube -projecting apparatus. Franklin H. Mackenzie,
doing business as Mack Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Claims use since July 16, 1923. Published May 27, 1924.

193,080-"SuR-RAD" for radio receiving sets and apparatus
therefor. Hugh Stevenson, Rochester, New York. Claims
use since October 7, 1924. Published May 27, 1924.

194,630-"LAFAYErrE" for radio apparatus. R. E. Thompson.
Mfg. Co., Jersey City, New Jersey. Claims use since Feb-
ruary 7, 1924. Published May 27, 1924.

194,713-"AIR SCOUT" in ornamental design for radio receiving
sets. Kilbourne and Clark Mfg. Co., Seattle, Washington.
Claims use since about December 1, 1923. Published May
27. 1924.

195,254-"DERESNADYNE" for radio receiving sets and parts.
Andrews Radio Co., Chicago, Illinois. Claims use since
March 1, 1924. Published June 17, 1924.
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COUPLED CIRCUITS," PUBLISHED IN THE
"PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO

ENGINEERS," JUNE, 1924

BY

E. LEON CHAFFEE

All letters L, C, R, and i occurring in Part I should have the
subscript unity.

In some equations the subscript is outside the exponent as
021. These typographical errors do not change the meaning, and
the above symbol should read in the usual form as 012.
Page
300 In equation (1-1) there should be no minus sign before

C in the second bracket of the denominator.
304 Equation (4-1), R2 should read R2.
305 In equation (5-a) the fraction in the first parenthesis

2

of the denominator should be 6,2

The third line below equation (5-a) should read
2 2

1-
- U

= Si and 1- = $2
0

306 In equation (7-1) R2 should be R12.
Equation (7-a) should read

T2 t1
112 -

02+N12
Italics beside equations (7-1), (7-a), (7-b), should read

Adjustment of secondary reactance to give max. 12. Equation
of Max. 1-2 line.

307 In equation (8-a) M1 should be 7;1.
In the second line below (8-a) parenthesis should be

after /2.
309 In equation (14-a) J2 should be /2.
312 Omit parenthesis in third line above Figure 6.

313 In the second line below equation (17-a) 7;1 should be - 
7;2

In the third line below equation (17-a) T = -1 should
/2

be T =1.
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314 In the fifth line below Figure 7 y = yo should read A=1.0.
In the fifth line from the bottom of the page change

y to A.
315 In the fourth, fifth, and seventh lines above Figure 8

change y to 2. Insert "and" before "moving" in the fifth
line above Figure 8.

317 On this page every y should be changed to A except in
the eleventh line from the bottom where y =1.

320 In the second line below equation (20) "effects" should
be "affects."

321 In equation (25-a) and in the line below and also in the
third line of the second paragraph k should be K.

1 02
Equation (29) should read ,82=- 1 - = 1 -

()2
022

;)
322 Equation (33) should read 7/2= 17i2 = ri2L2 HLip

L2 Wo L2 L2 P

In the fifth line from the bottom of the page the last R2
should be 1712, and in the second line from the bottom R2
should be Ti2.

323 Case 1 should read "Special Case of," etc.
In equation (36-a) )220 should be .

The X2 in the third and fourth lines from the bottom,
in equation (37-1), and in the notation to the right of
(37-1) should not be in Claredon Type.

The italicized notation to the right of equations (37-1)
and (37-a) should read

"X2 to give max. 12. Equation of max. 1-2 line.
132 to give max. 12. Equation of max. 1-2 line."

324 The parenthesis in the denominator should be closed at
the end of equation (38-1), also the parenthesis should be
closed after 6 on the last line.

329 Equation (47) should read
7/2(11+ T22)1/22+

iii1014_147;22(/1 +11z) 022

(1 7.2)]lli2 d22+ [2 (71,1+,r- 2,;2)] 624 = 0
ill

332 Equation (48) should read 0' - 1-1-)22
112

022 0.2

333 In equation (49-a) in the first set of brackets i-1 should be 112.
1 is the coefficient before the second set of brackets.02
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334 Insert 0 before L1 wo in the second parenthesis of the
denominator of equation (50-a).

In both forms of equation (50-a) E in the numerator
should be El. In the last line of the second form of equation

(50-a) the coefficient before the last set of brackets is #2...

2In the second and fourth lines below (50-a) 2should
io

be 12
A.

335 The second line should read "system at point P1," etc.
338 In equations (45-2) and (46-2) R21 and X21 should read R21

and X21.
339 In the first line S should be s.

R21 and X21 in equations (55-1) and (56-1) should be
R21 and X21. In the second line of equation (58), 7; should
be 711.

340 In equation (60) the first brace under the second square
root sign of the denominator should read

1

S
2

22

7/ p
1

0

T2)21

7;1202+ (1- 172)22

341 In the first line above Figure 22 and the last line on the
page, the number 23 should be inserted between the num-
bers 22 and 24.

342 In the second line from the top of the page in place of
"below" insert "by equations (59) and (60)."

346 In the eleventh line from the bottom of the page insert
"in" after "drop."

349 The italics after equation (61) should read "Intersection
of tt line. Tip of point.

The fifteenth line from the bottom of the page should

read "so that the settings for the tip of the point are," etc.
350 In the third line above Figure 31 should be

711= -7;2. In the first line above the same figure insert a
semicolon after the first inequality. The second inequality
should read 17131<3;1.

In the first line above equation (63) substitute 1;2.
354 In the fifth line from the top of the page k should be K.

2
In the seventh line fraction should read-11

The second line of the second paragraph should contain
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12 Lthe fraction / Li2
in place of the one given.

In the seventh line from the bottom of the page change
to 11" = .05.

357
358 In the "Nomeclature" all k's should be K's.
359
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Not claims
but proven facts -

Under test, Radion Panels show the
lowest phase angle difference, the low-
est di -electric constant and the highest
resistivity.

Radion Panels are absolutely im-
pervious to moisture, gases and most
acids. And this is true for both sides
of the panel.

No other panel is as easy to work.
Radion Panels do not chip under the
saw or drill.

The beauty of Mahoganite Radicn
Panels cannot be surpassed, while the
soft sheen of the black panels is equally
attractive.

Dials, V. T. Sockets, Condenser ends,
Insulators, and Knobs are also mace
of Radion.

It will pay you to test Radion for
yourself. Any co-operation which we
can give in such a test will be furnished
gladly.

American Hard Rubber Co.
11 Mercer Street New York

RADION
Panels, Dials, Knobs, Sockets



Jr.,/ niArvo

A Portable Instrument
Assembly for

RAPIDLY TAKING
STATIC TUBE

CHARACTERISTICS
Pattern No. 95

Contains o-6 filament voltmeter.
0-1.2 filament ammeter, 0-120
plate voltmeter, o-io plate mil-
liammeter and io-o-io grid bias
voltmeter along with standard
tube socket grid potentiometer
and filament rheostat, Instru-
ments are wired together for
taking characteristics, the only ad-
ditional equipment needed being
the necessary batteries.

Circular I s -A shows an elaborate
line of measuring instruments for
labcratory tests as well as for
manufactured apparatus,

No. 95 - Price $75.00
Order from Dealer

JEWELL ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.

1650 Walnut Street
Chicago

Enjoy a RADIO SUMMER
RADIO will play a wonderful part in your summer pleasures.

At home or vacationing-seashore-north woods or moun-
tain nook, radio will be a friendly, convenient companion.

Broadcasting stations are increasing their sending power. The
bugaboo of summer static is no longer feared, and
so remarkable has been the improvement and simpli-
fication of receiving sets that you will find their cost

much lower than you might expect.
Give thought now to summer radio.

Replace your worn out batteries with
Burgess `A,"B' and 'C's, which are
recognized by expert and amateur alike
as the best obtainable.

BURGESS BATTE RI ES
"Ask Any Radio Engineer"

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
ENGINEERS  DRY BATTERIES - MANUFACTURERS
FLASHLIGHT - RADIO IGNITION - TELEPHONE

SALES ORRICE: HARRIS TRUST BLDG.. CHICAGO
LABORATORIES AND WORKS: MADISON. WISCONSIN
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A 10 -year -old pledge
More than a million and a half Brandes I leadsets
and Table -Talkers are today doing valiant service!
With each sale this time -tried guarantee assumes
new strength and meaning. It is an old pledge
that bespeaks the unlimited confidence of the
manufacturer in his products-a confidence based
on the continued acceptance of Brandes products
by an alert public.
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MURDOCK
Radio

Standard Since 1904

Announcing

Murdock
Hazeltine Neutrodyne

Receiver Type CS -32

*Registered U. S. Patent Office
Licensed by Independent Radio Mfrs., Inc.

under Hazeltine Patents

Circulars and Prices
on Request

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
CHELSEA 50, MASS.

Sales Offices:

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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(ike PAUL REVERE of TODAY
Twenty miles In a single night. That was

the wonderful broadcasting achievement of
Paul Revere as he galloped from village to vil-
lage. waking the country -side with the cry "the
British are coming."

Just one hundred and fifty years ago he made
that broadcasting record. Today news flashed
in any part of the country is heard almost in-
stantly, not a mere twenty miles but thousands
of miles away.

In every part of the United States Crosley
Radio Receivers are bringing In far distant sta-
tions clearly and distinctly.

Keeping always at the head of the procession
in Improvements and innovations, the Crosley
Radio Corporation has made it possible for
everyone to possess the maximum efficiency in
radio reception at the minimum cost.

The Trirdyn 3113 Illustrated below Is a 3 -tube
set incorporating tuned radio frequency amplifi-
cation. regeneration and reflex. It has been
proven to give the efficiency of a 4 or 5 tube set.
And yet it is priced at only $65 without bat-
teries, tubes and headphones. The Trirdyn
Special. set in a special solid mahogany cabinet
which is made to house all the necessary ac-
cessories. may be had for only $75.
For Sale By Good Dealers Everywhere

Crosley Trirdyn 3R3 $65.00
Other Crosley Models

Crosley 50-A one -tube Armstrong Regen-
erative Receiver. Price. less accessories,
$14.00. A two -stage amplifier Crosley 50 A
may be added to it for only $18.00, thus mak-
ing a three -tube set.

Crosley 51-The two -tube Armstrong Re-
generative set that became the greatest selling
receiver In the world in Just 24 days. Price.
less accessories. $18.50 By adding the Crosley
51-A a one -stage amplifier at $14.00, a three -
tube set may be formed.

Crosley 50-P-The Crosley 50 in neat.
strong portable quartered oak cabinet for only
$18.00.

Crosley 5I-P-The Crosley 51 in compact
leatherette portable case completely self -con-
taining at $25.00.

Crosley 52-A new Armstrong Regenerative
3 -tube set assuring loud speaker volume on
distant stations under almost any conditions.
Price, without accessories $30.00.

Crosley X-.1-One of the best known and
most popular 4 -tube receivers on the market.
A radio frequency set at $55.00 without acces-
sories.

Crosley X-L-A rearrangement of the 4 -
tube Crosley X -J set in a beautiful mahogany
console cabinet. Price, without accessories
$120.00.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley, Jr., President

561 Alfred St. Cincinnati. Ohio

Ceir41111111M4111.11,l'

cRC1SLEY
Better 'Cost Less

Radio Products

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

The Crawley Edo Corporanon.
1 Alfred St.. Goonnan. 0.

Gentlemen. Pleas. and me free of charge your complete catalog of
Croaky muniments and parts together with booklet
entitled "The Somplmty of Rxlio"

Name
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in Radio and Allied Engineering Fields

MONTAGUE FERRY

38 So. Dearborn St., Chicago

Radio Apparatus
Design

Electrical Testing
Laboratories

Electrical, Photometrical,
Chemical and Mechanical

Laboratories

RADIO DEPARTMENT
80th Street and East End Ave.

New York, N. Y.

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Engineers-Constructors
Builders of New York Radio Central

Industrial, Steam Power and Gas
Plants, Steam and Electric Rail-
roads. Transmission Systems.

43 Exchange Place New York

Your Card here will be seen
by over 2,500 Institute of
Radio Engineers members.

Rate: Per single issue.... $ 5.00
Rate: Per year (six issues) 25.00

S \ FET1 OEN] \
BRACH RADIO VACUUM PROTECTOR

flail( to Profret ot to % a Price

{ 17-A-147'11,44_
The First (:twice of Lead-
ing Engineers
Endorsed 1) National
!loan' of Fire nderwriters

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO. NEWARK, N. J.

.$R MAGNET WIRE & WINDINGS

FOR RADIO
WRITE TODAY FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES

DUDLO MANUFACTURING CO., FORT WAYNE, IND.
Pacific Coast Representative

A. S. Lindstrom, 111 New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.
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MHE achievements of De
I Forest's Company since

the early days in 1900 have
been in harmony with the
pioneering inventions of the
man whose name they bear.
The first indoor loop- the
famous Reflex Radiophones

cross-continent reception
on the loop- the practical
elimination of summer static

the first simple portable
long distance receiver- dry
cell tubes and power tubes

laboratory tested parts
and a reputation in the fore-
front of radio all De Forest.

DE FOREST RADIO
TEL. & TEL. CO.

Jersey City, New Jersey
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EVEREADY
Radio Batteries

-they last longer

EVEREADY "B" BATTERY
No. 766

In the new metal case

Thirty years of Dry Cell experience and a large
research organization are back of EVEREADY
Radio Batteries.
There is an EVEREADY Battery for every
radio need.
Dry Cell "A" Batteries-
Storage "A" Batteries-
"B" Batteries for all sets-from the smallest
portable to the largest permanent installation.
"C" Batteries for improving quality of recep-
tion and increasing "B" Battery life.

Manufactured and Guaranteei by

National Carbon Company, Inc.
Headquarters for Radio Battery Information

New York-San Francisco
CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON CO., Limited. Toronto, Ontari,,
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The MICADON-first choice
among radio engineers!

Leading radio engineers-those that direct Lhe
making of the foremost radio sets in the country
-select Micadons as the best condensers made.

"Alicadons core Dubilier Products"
"They are mechanically perfect."
"Their capacity is permanent."
"They meet every circuit requirement."
"They are easily attached."
"They can be obtained in accurately
matched capacities."

Micadons are made of the very best materials-- -
tinned copper terminals; the best quality foil
conductors and India Ruby mica. Equipped
with extension tabs for soldering and eyelets for
machine screw assembly. In every way Mica -
dons are designed and made as only Dubilier
products can be.

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION

BLANCHARD PRESS INC., N.Y.




